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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION AND RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY
There have been many new therapies since the beginning of the
Human Potential Movement in 1954. Peterson (1973) has listed one
hundred new therapeutic methods for healing. One of these has been
gestalt therapy. The increasing interest in this form of therapy has
stimulated approximately 225 publications (Kogan, 1972) , and 15 train-
ing institutes have sprung up since 1969 (Fagan, 1974). In 1951, the
founder of the gestalt movement, Frederick Perl's, in his first publi-
cation, Gestalt Therapy: Excitement and Growth in the Human Personality ,
met with small numbers of interested people. Now in the 1970 's there
is an emerging and rapidly growing client population who have experi-
enced intensive gestalt therapy in groups or as individuals.
The increase in people who are "graduates" of gestalt groups
and
individual therapy, and the popularization of literature on gestalt
therapy and practice, arouse one's curiosity to investigate
the effect-
iveness of gestalt therapy on behavior change
.
To this date, little research has been undertaken on
the effect-
iveness of gestalt therapy on behavior change. Few
behavioral, self-
report, or longitudinal studies have been done.
The emphasis, instead,
nas been on the techniques, theory, and practice
of gestalt.
The lack of research may be accounted for by
the newness of
gestalt therapy in the field of psychotherapy,
and that it is only one
theory in the developing field of Humanistic
Psychology.
2The major focus of this study is to determine whether or not
clients who have experienced a year of gestalt therapy can identify
changes in their behavior that are consistent with the goals of gestalt
therapy. A secondary focus is to develop a model that will clarify
gestalt goals in behavioral terms.
Gestalt therapy as well as each system of psychotherapy provides
a criteria of improvement, or a set of standards based upon underlying
assumptions about the behaviors of healthy people. This study of be-
havior change is based on certain of these assumptions as they apply to
gestalt therapy.
Gestalt therapy assumes that each individual is basically healthy
,
and his/her experiences cannot be separated from the environment in
which they occur, bach person is in a natural, idiosyncratic
process,
moving with and through their environment on their life journey. At
critical intersections, the therapist enters the journey and helps the
client move from environmental support toward self support.
A client
enters therapy to seek a cure, and soon learns how to
be his/her own
therapist (Peris, 1970). Therapy is successful when a
person matures
or makes intentional choices about how s/he wants
to live his/her life
and takes steps to reach these goals. This is
when a client asks, "what
do I really want, and how do I really get it
(Peris, 1969).
In gestalt therapy each person learns
a skill called awareness
(Peris, 1969). Awareness is described as
listening to, or attending
to his/her thoughts, feelings, and sensations
inside and outside his/her
body (Peris, 1970). S/he becomes attuned
to his/her internal dialogue,
3and behavior change occurs in the recognition and acceptance of the
dialogue (Beisser, 1970).
There are three major needs for this study which will be expanded
upon below. These are: the need for differentiation and clarification
of goals into observable behaviors, the need for research because of a
timely and emerging client population, and the need for research using
interviewing as a method of data collection is warranted in behavior
change.
Peris (1970), Naranjo (1971), Harman (1974), and Raming and Frey
(1974) have isolated seven dimensions of human growth. The full develop-
ment of these seven dimensions is vital for an individual to reach
his/her full potential in gestalt therapy. The goals are awareness,
integration, maturation, self- responsibility, authenticity, self- regu-
lation and behavior change.
These writers have defined the therapeutic goals. According to
Hannan (1974), there is an overlap in goals. For example, in
an effort
to become more aware, the client may also become more integrated
and
authentic. Similarly, "the individual who learns to listen
to one's
self- regulatory mechanisms almost certainly becomes more
aware (Harman,
1974, p. 183)." In working to obtain his/her goal,
the individual may
achieve one or all of the goals.
The major effort of this study is to further differentiate
and
clarify the goals into observable behaviors. As
a result, the therapist
will have a valuable diagnostic and evaluation
instrument, and the client
will obtain a clearer indication of his/her
behavior in using the system
4of gestalt therapy. For this reason, research into observable behav-
iors fills a number of needs.
Secondly, research in this area of client behaviors is timely.
A brief look through popular journals and paperback books points to
an emerging client population who seem willing to report and discuss
their experiences in therapy. With this growing interest, gestalt
therapy has collected a population of people who have self-perceptions
of their treatment and want a voice in the current research on behavior
change.
This study attempts to interview clients who have been in gestalt
therapy and elicit their self-perceptions about their behavior change.
Thirdly, there is a growing need for more research in gestalt
therapy. Since 1972, of all 225 entries in the Gestalt Institute
bibliography only ten entries have dealt with empirical research (Kogan,
1972). In 1974, the Journal of Counseling Psychology bibliography
published a supplement, but few studies were cited on empirical research.
Studies in case work, transcriptions of clinical sessions, tediniques
and practice articles have dominated the professional journals. There
is a paucity of research using interviewing as a method of data col
lection in behavior change studies , and empirical studies have been
limited to attitude change rather than behavior change in therapy.
The value of this study lies in its timely attempt to shape
and
develop methods for research that fit existing phenomena:
an emerging
client population, the popularization of gestalt therapy,
and the
identification of the apparent behavior change produced in
therapy.
5This critical question needs to be answered: is it possible to
state in terms which are clearly definable, descriptive, and measur-
able, the kinds of observable verbal and behavioral expressions of a
person which show constructive behavior change? In other words, does
the researcher know with any precision how to measure these dimensions
which are indicative of change within the system of gestalt therapy.
In summary, gestalt therapy is at a beginning stage of develop-
ment and there is need for more research. It is the intent of this
study to contribute to that need.
Some efforts have already been made in clarifying the goals of
gestalt therapy. It is important to look at a brief review of rele-
vant literature related to the goals of gestalt. A more thorough
review will be given in Chapter II.
A Review of the Literature
A review of the literature shows that, while there are studies that
fall into broad categories of attitude change studies, taxonomic
approach studies, comparative studies, and descriptive studies in ges-
talt therapy, there are very few studies which investigate behavior
change
.
Attitude change studies . The research of Kraus (1972) and Gannon
( 1972 ) addresses itself to attitude change rather than
behavior
change in therapy. Kraus found a movement towards more self-acceptance
and self-actualization, and Gannon found more contact and openness to
experience after gestalt, although they were limited by the brief
duration of time in each of the studies.
6Taxonomic approach studios
.
Of the most recent studies in gestalt
therapy the taxonomic approach studies are especially helpful in defin-
ing this researcher's instrument because it is a first attempt to order,
describe, and classify gestalt goals and processes. Zimmer and Cowles
(1972), Zimmer, Hakstain, and Newby (1972), Peris (1973), Zimmer and
Pepyne (1971), Raming and Frey (1974), and Harman (1974), have used
content analysis and cluster analysis in order to describe the goals of
gestalt therapy.
Each of these goals will be discussed briefly in terms of energy
flow'. The flow of energy, according to Peris (1970), is the individual's
ability to take in air, food, or whatever s/he needs from the environ-
ment and in return to create excitement that is physiologically con-
verted into movement, trembling, rhytlim, warmth, vibration, or
action. Therefore
,
excitement and emotional events are converted into
movement and other observable behavior.
Awareness, according to Harman (1974), is the ability of the
individual to allow his/herself to focus on the present moment, to
experience what s/he is feeling, how s/he is feeling it, and where
it is felt. According to Peris (1969), awareness uses all the senses.
Avoiding feelings, retreating into fantasy life, and anesthetizing
sensations at each moment are the ways the individual blocks his/her
senses and maintains sensory deadness.
In observable behaviors, an aware person is able to state
his/her
actual immediate experience, and s/he observes behaviors
that are
congruent with his/her verbalizations.
7Integration, according to Peris (1973), is an ongoing life process.
Harman (1974), observes that integration is the ability to recognize
a conflict within him/herself and to identify and express the elements
of the conflict and thereby move towards some synthesis.
In observable behavior, the individual can recognize and express
what s/he "wants," what s/he feels is satisfying; as opposed to what
s/he "should" do, or the rules and injunctions that come from others
and may not fit him/herself.
Maturation, according to Peris (1969), means to grow up, or to
transform environmental support to self support. To grow up means
to be alone and to be on one's own.
In observable behavior, the individual is seen as not depending
on others to do what s/he is able to do for him/herself.
Responsibility, according to Naranjo (1970) , is the realization
that s/he is the creator of his/her own life. Peris (1969) , discusses
the responsibility, or the ability to respond, to hold him/herself ac-
countable for his/her responses. He goes on further to say that
responsibility is grounded in the word "I." The individual affirms,
"I am I, this is my existence, I created it."
In observable behaviors, the individual is seen as being
aware of
what and how s/he is doing something and is willing to be
answerable
for it. It is then possible for him/her to decide if s/he
wants to
change his/her behavior.
Authenticity, according to Harman (1974) is "coming
on straight
(p. 182)." It is a risk to communicate
what s/he thinks and feels
honestly to him/herself and others.
8In observable behaviors s/he is seen as willing to disclose his/
her emotions and thoughts and ask others for what s/he wants.
Self- regulation, according to Greenwald (1968), is the ability
of the organism to prefer nourishment rather than self-destruction
for itself. According to Peris (1951)
,
if the individual is left
alone s/he has a tendency to regulate and balance his /herself by using
his/her intellectual, emotional, and sensorial experiences. However,
Peris noted that most individuals naturally overstress the intellectual
mode, thereby citing the need for therapy to facilitate the other
underdeveloped modes of functioning.
In observable behaviors, the individual is seen as listening to
body messages and needs, such as the call for food, sleep, affection,
physical activity, and quiet. The individual acts on these messages.
Behavior change, according to Harman (1974), is the goal of any
therapy. Here is where the client enters therapy aware of, and speci-
fically stating a problem. Beisser (1970) describes subsequent be-
havior change as a natural consequence of increased awareness. It is
the recognition of how s/he thwarts him/herself in reaching his/her
goals. Beisser describes how each person, in trying to change, sets
up unrealistic expectations and fantasies and sabotages the
actual
reality. The key word, according to Peris (1973), is acceptance,
acceptance of the reality, and this acceptance alone
facilitates
therapeutic movement toward change. Behavior change is a
paradox,
according to Beisser, for what a person really needs
to do is to
stand out of his/her own way (Gunther, 1974).
9In observable behaviors, the individual is seen as recognizing
and accepting where and what s/he is, and "letting go" of where s/he
wants to be, usually in an idealized state.
In a fully functioning person, a natural flow of energy takes
place among and within these seven states, because all the links
—
motor, emotional, and intellectual—are working together. Needless to
say, to achieve these states is a lifelong process.
Comparative Studies , falom and Lieberman (1974) did comparative
studies of different forms of therapy. The focus of their study (1974)
was an evaluation of the relative effectiveness of 17 different types
of encounter groups. Researchers recruited 206 Stanford University
students and from them formed 17 separate encounter groups. There were
two gestalt, two transactional analysis, two psychodrama, two tape led
groups, one psychoanalytic and one synanon group. Additionally, control
groups were estabished consisting of 69 Stanford students who did not
undergo the encounter experience. All groups met for a total of thirty
hours, and upon completion, all members were surveyed by questionnaires.
Six montiis after termination approximately half the experimental parti-
cipants were interviewed.
This is an important study to look at because it serves as a
model in terms of interviewing clients. Especially significant
is how
participants in the gestalt groups talked about their experiences
in
that group and their reported behavior changes six months
later after
their experiences. A more thorough discussion will be
included in
Chapter II.
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Descriptive studies
. Fleischer (1974)
,
Gannon (1972)
,
and Salmon
(1973) investigated the effectiveness of gestalt therapy by using
smaller populations and describing behaviors through interviewing,
case study method, video tape, and critical incident responses. The
importance of these studies lie in their ability to describe gestalt
behaviors of individual clients.
In summary, these studies serve as models in which to further
differentiate observable behaviors in terms of gestalt goals, while
*
simultaneously demonstrating how little has been done in behavior
change studies in gestalt. These studies also will be examined in
detail in Chapter II.
The Purpose of This Study
The purpose of this study is to determine whether or not clients
who have experienced a year of gestalt therapy can identify changes
in their behavior which are consistent with the goals of gestalt
therapy.
A secondary purpose is to develop a model which will
define and
clarify gestalt goals in behavioral terms.
Methodology
In order to accomplish the task of assessing
behavioral change,
a sample population was interviewed and subsequent
reports were
analyzed on the basis of the diagnostic instrument
developed by the
author.
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The Sample . In order to investigate behavior change in
gestalt therapy, a sample population of twenty people was employed
for this study. These were graduate students of approximately equal
age and were matriculating at University of Massachusetts
,
Amherst,
Massachusetts
.
Hie twenty students were divided into two groups. Ten students,
five male and five female, had been in gestalt therapy, three hours
a week for a year. The control group consisted of ten students, five
male and five female, who had never been in any type of therapy.
Data Collection . The basic instrument of data collection was
interviewing using an adaptation of the critical incident technique
described by Flanagan (1954). Flanagan’s critical incident technique
was designed to interview someone about his/her observations of what
makes good job performance . This adaptation of the critical incident
technique is designed to evoke recall of an emotionally charged situ-
ation. Tne interviewer was seeking a conflict situation which corre-
sponded to the classic gestalt "impasse” situation, a place where the
client is completely immobilized, unable to move, by a specific
emotional conflict. It was hoped by the interviewer that by
recalling
a conflict situation, the subject would talk about his/her
behaviors.
It was also hoped that how they talked about their
behaviors and what
they said would reflect their learning and use of
the seven goals of
gestalt therapy.
Hie critical incident teclmique was used to
interview members of
the gestalt group, and they were subsequently
interviewed three months
12
later. Members of the control group were interviewed initially using
the critical incident technique, and were also interviewed again tnree
months later.
The interviews were taped, collected, and transcribed in a two
hundred page data collection manual. Two raters then read the inter-
views anu analyzed the data. Rater reliability was established by an
inter-rater reliability test where the number of agreements between
the two raters (A and B) was found by taking twice the total number of
agreements and diviuing that by tne total number of decisions by rater
A added to the total number of decisions by rater B.
Analysis of Data . A Gestalt Continuum was devised (Marion, 1975)
on which the seven dimensions were described behaviorally. This con-
tinuum evaluates the response of each interview on a scale from one to
four for each of the seven dimensions established for each interview.
The data from the initial interviews of the gestalt and control
groups were analyzed by the use of Analysis of Variance (Ary, Jacobs,
and Razavicii, 1972) as were the subsequent follow-up interviews.
A more detailed treatment of the methods and procedures of this
study will be given in Giapter III.
The Sequence of the Study
The steps included in the research are as follows:
(1) Determination of the goals and development of goal
statements
of gestalt tnerapy as outlined by Peris and other gestalt theorists
in
current literature.
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(2) Specification of how these goals were translated into ob-
servable self-perceived behaviors.
(3) Adaptation and implementation of the critical incident
tecimique to interview ten clients who had been in gestalt therapy
for one year with a follow-up interview three months later, and a
matched sample of ten subjects who had never been in any type of
therapy, with a follow-up interview three months later.
(4) Development of a continuum of gestalt behaviors as a way
of analyzing behavior change.
(5) Analysis of data of critical incidents interviews by use
of the continuum in order to determine behavior change
.
Given that there were individuals who have been in gestalt therapy
for one year and individuals who have never participated in any system
of therapy, it is predicted that the population of clients in gestalt
will exhibit behavior changes. These changes will be towards greater
awareness, integration, maturation, responsibility, authenticity,
self-
regulation, and behavior change, in comparison to the control
group.
In order to test this prediction, the following null
hypothesis
will be stated. The rejection level for each hypothesis was at the
.0 1 level of significance.
(1) There is no significant difference
between subjects’ des-
cription of behaviors between the gestalt group and
the control group.
If significant difference is found then the
other hypotheses will be
tested.
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(2) There is no significant difference between subjects' de-
scription of behaviors between the gestalt group at the initial inter-
view and a follow-up interview three months later.
(3) There is no significant difference between subjects'
description of behaviors between the control group at the initial
interview and a follow-up interview three months later.
(4) There is no significant difference between subjects' descrip-
tions of their behaviors between the gestalt group and the control group
at the* initial interview.
(5) There is no significant difference between subjects' de-
scriptions of their behaviors between the gestalt group and the control
group at the follow-up interview three months later.
Significance of the Study
The significance of this study lies in determining whether or not
clients who have experienced a year of gestalt therapy can identify
changes in their behavior that are consistent with the goals of gestalt
therapy.
The significance of the study also lies in developing
goal state-
ments and then refining them into observable gestalt
behaviors, so that
therapist and client have an evaluation and diagnostic
tool to measure
improvement within the system of gestalt therapy.
This study may add further support to diagnosis,
evaluation, and
training of teachers and therapists in learning
the behaviors and skills
of gestalt education.
15
Definition of Terms
In order to provide greater clarity, the following terms are
defined below for the purposes of this study. Further definitions
will be clarified in the review of the literature Chapter II and the
presentation of the model instrument Chapter III.
Behavior change. Change is identified by the client in behavior
relevant to the seven goals of gestalt therapy, at surface and deep
levels, in the direction of more healthy functioning as defined by
literature in gestalt. This means greater integration, maturation,
awareness, responsibility, self- regulation, and authenticity (Harman,
1974). Behavior change has a unique definition in gestalt therapy.
Behavior change is the acceptance of what is, rather than what should
be. To change, one must accept what one cannot change (Beisser, 1970).
An example of movement toward greater behavior change, would be
the individual who began therapy by talking about the past as a way
of coping with the present. Now a year later in therapy, the individual
shows a striking change in the ability to identify and talk about feel-
ings in the actual reality: the present.
Critical incident technique
.
This is a method of interviewing for
data collection first used by Flanagan (1954). It is used to evoke
emotionally charged incidents from the interviewee.
Limitations of the Study
This study includes a number of limitations . Further
discussion
of the limitations of this study will be presented in
Chaptei V.
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Due to the small number of subjects, it is difficult to general-
ize findings to the therapy population as a whole.
Due to the uniqueness of the population, it is difficult to general-
ize the findings to other therapy populations as a whole.
Due to the fact that therapy groups do not occur randomly in the
population, because individuals chose to go into therapy, one cannot
assign people randomly to undergo gestalt therapy treatment. The
population is matched except that the control group did not as yet
undergo the gestalt therapy.
Due to the fact that the population was drawn from the same thera-
pist, it is impossible to distinguish between therapist and gestalt
therapy effects.
Due to the limited duration of time of this study on behavior
change, it is difficult to generalize the findings to other populations.
Due to the fact that the treatment group was already in therapy,
there is no pretest for that population; and because of the focus
of
the study, the researcher is limited to client perceptions of
behavioi
change
.
Due to the fact that the model is not standardized,
proven and
tested, tins research contributes to the development
of an instrument
and should be considered a pilot study.
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CHAPTER II
SELECTIVE REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Introduction
The first section of Chapter II contains a discussion of gestalt
therapy's view of the nature of man and its underlying principles.
This serves as a necessary background for the remaining and major
portion of the chapter; namely the in-depth description of the seven
goals of gestalt therapy made relevant through the utilization of em-
pirical studies.
Since gestalt is a relatively new system of psychotherapy, the
review of literature is necessary to provide the reader with a greater
knowledge and understanding of its theoretical base. The review will
describe and analyze individual behaviors from a gestalt point of
view
thereby providing guidelines for the future evaluation of changes
which
occur in therapy.
Gestalt therapy fits within the framework of the Third
Force:
Humanistic Psychology. Within this framework it focuses
on how man
deals with conflict.
The Nature of Man from a Gestalt Viewpoint
Gestalt therapy was first introduced by Peris
in 1947 in his book
I=r Hunter. and Aggression
and later in Peris, Hefferline, and
Good-
man’s Gestalt Therapy: The Hxcitement and
Growth
ality (1951)
.
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Peris’ interest in Goldstein’s Organismic theory and Gestalt
perceptual psychology led him to believe that man responds holistic-
ally as a sensory and emotional organism. While other systems of
therapy rely only on the cognitive functions of man, in gestalt
theory the organism responds to perceptions reacting as a patterned,
dynamic whole with the energy to form figures and grounds. A figure
is any need that emerges momentarily against an undifferentiated
ground, and a healthy organism has a continuous natural flow of figures
emerging and fading away (Wallen, 1970). The figure fades when the
need is satisfied; the gestalt is destroyed and a new formation of
gestalten emerge.
Underlying Principles
Peris saw man as an organism in the natural process of destructing
and reconstructing as figures emerge from the undifferentiated back-
ground. Before the organism may assimilate anything outside of
itself,
like food, a destructing process must take place. The organism
de-
structs or aggressively chews to integrate the gestalt (Peris,
1951).
For example, the analogy may be extended beyond physical
objects
outside one’s self to the assimilation of attitudes and
values. Tire
organism needs to selectively pick and choose the
"correct fit" for
one's. self, to experiment with one's beliefs and
values.
The process of destroying gestalts is seen as
essential for the
healthy organism because de- structuring helps
the organism reabsorb
selectively according to its own needs (Unman, 1974).
Reabsorbing or
19
assimilation is not possible if the organism cannot selectively pick
and choose. If the organism is interfered with, and it is not allowed
to selectively choose and de-structure the gestalt, the flow of energy
reorganizes itself in inappropriate ways. This interference is termed
"resistance." Peris observed five types of resistances: introjection,
projection, retroflection, deflection, and confluence.
Introjection . Peris uses this term to describe how the energy
of food or values is swallowed whole even though they do not meet
the needs of the organism.
Projection . Peris uses this term to describe the flow of energy
directed out to the environment when the organism does not want the
gestalt. Thus, when the organism is hungry even unedible items may
look like food sources.
Retroflection. Polster and Polster (1973) use this term to de-
scribe how the flow of energy is inappropriately turned back on one’s
self rather than directed towards the external object. An example
of retroflection is self-criticism. Hie organism picks or
bites it-
self rather than attacking the object of its aggression.
Deflection . Peris uses this term to describe the flow of
energy
on a hit or miss basis. This energy is never invested
fully to com
plete a gestalt.
Confluence . Polster and Polster (1973) use this
term to describe
a parallel flow of energy, parallel to the
gestalt, but never aggres-
sively contacting the object, to fully complete the
gestalt.
Aggression in gestalt terms is an appropriate
natural flow of
energy used to make contact with one’s
environment in order to satisfy
20
an emerging need or gestalt. In contrast, resistances are seen as the
blocking of the flow of energy.
Gestalt principles come from Peris' synthesis of existential
philosophy, Freudian psychoanalysis, Gestalt psychology, and the ideas
of Wilhelm Reich, I.A. Richards, Sigmund Friedlander, Kurt Lewin, and
Jewish scholarship and mysticism. These principles help to under-
stand Perl's practice of therapy (Kogan, 1973).
The elements of gestalt are differential thinking, holism, and
digestion (Kogan, 1973).
Differential Thinking . This is a principle of gestalt and is
opposite of cause and effect thinking. Differential thinking is
described by Peris as creative indifference (Kogan, 1973). It is the
continual assimilation and destruction of one's environment.
Holism. According to Peris, this is a concept that other systems
of psychotherapy seems to lack. Man is seen as inseparable from
his
environment. The environment and the person are the whole field
and
it is experienced subjectively. People are not seen outside the context
of their environment.
Digestion . This concept is used in the gestalt model to
describe
what happens physically as well as psychologically to
the individual
when being confronted with a gestalt. Digestion is the
process of
human development, and it is used as a metaphor
to clarify the use of
all of the senses by the individual. The
medical model of psycho
analytic psychotherapy supports the mind-body
dichotomy and does not
explain the other processes of development
(Kogan, 1973).
21
In summary, gestalt therapy has had a short history with much
interest in its rapid development and much writing on its theoretical
framework; however, there have been only a very few empirical studies,
and these will be presented next.
Empirical Studies
Empirical studies have focused on four categories in gestalt:
attitude studies, taxonomic approach studies, descriptive studies,
and comparative studies.
Attitude Studies . Kraus (1972) designed research to show whether
or not gestalt therapy raised the level of self- acceptance in graduate
students in counselor education.
The results of the Personality Orientation Inventory (Shostrum)
showed no significant difference in the level of self- acceptance of
the treatment group, nor did it conclusively show that gestalt therapy
effectively altered changes in self-perception as measured by the POI
and California Personality Inventory. Kraus concluded that a more
thoughtful measure of change is needed. He suggested content analysis
and longitudinal studies.
Gannon (1972) examined the increase in interpersonal contact
after using a gestalt oriented group experience with high
school
students chosen for negative behaviors. Gannon chose three
groups,
a control group, experimental group and an alternate
treatment group.
The study involved 60 students.
22
Findings showed an increase in improved openness and contact
within the gestalt oriented group while the control group and alter-
native treatment group remained static. The researcher suggests more
study of the gestalt approach to encourage self-motivated behaviors.
Taxonomic approaches. Zimmer and Cowles (1972) used FORTRAN IV
to process the contents of three filmed interviews: a client centered
interview from Carl Rogers, a gestalt interview from Fritz Peris, and
a rational-emotive interview from Albert Ellis. All the above inter-
views utilized the same client in an attempt to see if response in dif-
ferent modes of therapy were considerably different.
The transcripts were replicated on computer cards in which re-
searchers looked for selected words, and repetition of similar words
within sentences as dependent variables. The content analysis was
scored for frequency and ratio of words of self-reference, indefinites,
ambivalence, constrictions, positive emotional words, negative emotional
words, occurrance of positive and negative words with self- referenee
words.
The study demonstrated that in analyzing therapeutic interviews,
the use of FORTRAN seems to be a successful language in itself.
How-
ever, criticisms were raised in the scoring system. The use
of measures
and frequencies demonstrated that clients behaved differently
with
different therapists, but the use of ratios resulted in
the opposite
conclusion.
Zinner, Hakstian, and Newby (1972) did further
research of these
three interviews by isolating seven factors
which they saw as important
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dimensions in client therapeutic responses! aggressive-assertive,
dependent help-seeking, insecurity, iiosti le- guardedness
,
expressive-
ness, sincere sensitiveness, and ego-defense.
rhree counselors used these dimensions to rate the filmed re-
sponses of the same clients in therapy with Peris, Roger, and lillis
.
file results snowed considerable differences in responses in each
therapeutic approacn to all seven variables. Clients responded dif-
ferently to different approaches. This seems to indicate that dif-
fering approadies elicit differing responses and behaviors.
Ziinner and Papyne (1971) also analyzed the individual counselor,
and in doing so identified and described six important dimensions of
counselor behavior.
Developing 31 variables of counselor behavior, Zimmer and Papyne
compared tne counseling styles of Rogers, Ellis, and Peris by giving
factor scores to randomized samples of their responses. They used
Cattel's tecimique.
Results snowed tiieoretical orientation plays an important role
in client responses. This researcli suggests serious doubt to Fiedler
(1951) and Cartwright (1966) who have maintained that counseling using
different theoretical orientations were basically the same. Counseling
orientations elicit different client responses and the clients respond
in the language of tne particular therapy.
Another study, by Kaming and Frey (1974), used content analysis
and cluster analysis on Peris’ two books, Gestalt Therapy and Gestalt
Tnerapy Verbatim. They were attempting to develop a taxonomy of
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gestalt goals and processes.
In an attempt to bring order, classification, and description to
gestalt, they developed a cluster system. They generated three goal
clusters and two process clusters. In developing their cluster system,
they looked for the degree of expression, mode used in communication,
speaker reference and topical frequency.
The study generated these goal clusters: (a) organism and en-
vironment, (b) self-iawareness
,
(c) maturation and autonomy; and these
process clusters: (a) skillful frustration of the client and, (b)
here-and-now. This was used as a paradigm to teach students the essence
of gestalt.
Descriptive studies . Fleischer (1973) studied a three session
interview between a female university student and her therapist at
Georgia State where he did an observational-descriptive case study of
gestalt therapy.
Unlike Zimmer, et. al., he taped interviews and analyzed them
and asked for the client's self-perception of her sessions.
She described her observations and her therapist, Joen Fagan,
described her own. The whole interaction was approximately four
hours, and no substantive conclusions could be generalized about be-
havior change. The researcher relied on one client and one
therapist's
self- observations
.
Salmon (1973) investigated the effectiveness of gestalt
self-
awareness exercises in an education course to see if exercises
resulted
in counselor effectiveness on Truax scales of empathy,
non-possessiveness,
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warmth and genuineness, and written responses to the critical moments in
counseling videotape.
Two randomly assigned groups of 32 students were used. The treat-
ment group and control group were pre-tested by using half of the
critical moments tape. The treatment group was given gestalt self-
awareness exercises and homework, while the control group was not.
Results showed that there was little difference between experimental
and treatment group on post- test ratings on Truax Scales. The researcher
concludes that the exercises were not effective nor were the criterion
measures used in this study.
Comparative studies . Goodstein (1972) compared Gestalt and
Transactional Analysis therapies in marathons on several personality
dimensions of anxiety, self-esteem, personal adjustment, risk-taking,
and creativity and authoritarianism.
The population consisted of 60 students of psychology. They were
separated at random into one of five groups.
The study supports the notion that treatment method pi oduces
differential results. Results indicate different changes on person-
ality, and differing processes in group as related to the theory
on
which treatment is based.
ialom and Lieberman study (1974) is a related study because
its
focus is on encounter groups, falom and Lieberman
attempted to study
the effectiveness of 17 different types of encounter
groups. Two
gestalt groups were tested. These two groups’
findings art. related
to this investigator's research. A battery of
observations and
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questionnaires were used after each session. A few months after
termination approximately half of the experimental participants were
interviewed. Our interest lies in its research into the two gestalt
groups. The first gestalt group was rated first out of the seventeen
groups in constructive experience. Its leader was rated three out of
fifteen leaders, and motivation was rated one out of seventeen. In-
terestingly, the second gestalt group had an average rating in all
these categories.
A General Discussion of Empirical Studies
Tne researcher, in reporting these studies to the reader, is
careful to note that these studies are representative of the universe
of gestalt studies at this time. With this notion in mind, one finds
limitations in the research cited. The studies seem inconclusive and
sketchy. General notions seem tentative and serious difficulty is
experienced with controls, samples, duration, and tests. Some studies
seem more sophisticated than others, and some have taken more effort
to control for intervening variables. However, as the reader has
noted,
gestalt empirical research seems inconclusive at present.
An important implication seems to be that clients respond
different
ly to the type of theory used. This would suggest that
clients learn
the language of the therapy. (Zimmer, Hakstian, and Newby).
Questions
arise as to whether the language docs reflect an
attitudmal or be-
havior change.
Any system of therapy imparts a new language
and that language
reflects a cognitive process by giving the client
tools to conceptualize
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in a new way. The new language, in this case the gestalt responses,
reflects the client's first step in conceptualizing their experience
through a new light. Peris stated that the impasse or the conflict
situation was really a fantasy (Peris, 1973). The ability to move
through the impasse depends on a synthesis, or a new way to conceptual-
ize old experiences . Behavior change later reflects the verbalization
of this synthesis. If you can talk about your impasse you are on your
way to resolving it.
Lastly, these studies have raised this question: Do the instru-
ments used measure what they are supposed to measure? If one studies
attitudinal changes in comparing gestalt and transactional analysis,
one needs a scale designed to measure eacli system's criteria of im-
provement. A concern that emerges in Kraus (1972) and Goodman's studies
(1972) is that each uses measures that are not specifically designed
to
test gestalt or transactional analysis. The researcher, then, can never
be sure if gestalt therapy purports to do what it says it does, unless
one has an instrument that specifically measures criteria of improve-
ment of that system.
Goals of Gestalt Therapy
The goals of gestalt therapy espoused by Polster and
Polster
(1973), Peris (1969), and Harman (1974) were
awareness, integration,
maturation, responsibility, authenticity, self-
regulation, and be-
havior change.
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Since gestalt is new in the humanistic psychology field, there
is a need to differentiate and clarify observable behaviors in gestalt
which have been previously described as goals, and which have not been
clearly described behavioral ly.
It is the intent of this review to define and describe a hierarchy
of gestalt behaviors, in order to develop some evaluation instruments
to assess those behaviors.
In order to expand the definitions taken from theorists, this
researcher has taken descriptions from the literature from Peris (1969),
Harman(1974)
,
Simkin (1970)
,
Polster and Polster (1973)
,
and Naranjo
(1972) and devised a hierarchy of levels of the seven dimensions of
gestalt: awareness, integration, maturation, responsibility, authen-
ticity, self- regulation, and behavior change, so that the raters of
this study would have some guage to measure the interviews from un-
healthy level one, to healthy functioning level four, in the paradigm
of gestalt.
The models to develop the gestalt continuum (Marion, 1975) were
Carkhuff' s Scales for the Assessment of Interpersonal Functioning
(Truax and Carkhuff, 1967; Carkhuff, 1968; and Carkhuff and Berenson,
1967) based on the earlier writings of Carl Rogers (1961) and the model
of Loevingcr ' s Ego Development Theory (1970) stage descriptions and
coding system.
This researcher noted that Carkhuff as well as Loevinger took
definitions of previous work and expanded those definitions using
observable behaviors to help them. They borrowed a behavioral
objective
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approach from education and looked for the extent of mastery or level
of performance, tiie conditions of observed behavior, and what that
observed behavior looked like in a person who has mastered.it. They
give numerous examples of behaviors. The Gestalt Continuum lias been
modeled after the behavioral
-descriptive approach of Carkhuff (1967)
and Loevinger (1970)
.
The following section is an in-depth analysis of the seven goals
of gestalt tnerapy. The analyses are based on the existing literature
in the field wjiicli is used only as a starting point as this researcher
has gone a step further by breaking down each goal into a hierarchy from
one to four. One denotes the unhealtliiest response while four is the
healthiest. The examples for each level were taken from actual inter-
views tnat compiled the two hundred page raters' manual.
Awareness definition . Awareness may be defined as attending or fo-
cusing by thinking, feeling, and sensing inside one's body and outside
one's body. Awareness is important, according to Simkin (1970) because,
"if one is unaware of wnat one is doing, one cannot be responsible for
it, because one can only work with what one knows (p. 27)."
Awareness, according to Peris (1969), is a state of consciousness
that develops naturally wiien one is attending to any present pressing
need tnat emerges into the foreground, and it is a major goal of gestalt
therapy.
Peris (1973) talks about three types of awareness: (1) world
awareness, or the external reality experienceu by the word you,
(2) self-awareness, or internal states experienced
by the word "I,"
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and (3) fantasy symbolized by dreams and the " insane parts" of one's
self.
These three types of awareness are illustrated in the diagram
(Figure 1) where the " I " world meets the "you" world at boundaries
called contact boundaries. When one remains in the present moment,
full engagement is made at the boundaries (Peris
,
1951) . These
boundaries may be interfered with by fantasies, self- interruptions
,
prejudices, fears, and apprehensions.
Contact Interrupted at Boundaries
Figure 1. Gestalt contact boundaries.
The 'importance of awareness
.
The past, present, and future are
parts of one's awareness. However, one's present awareness may be
overshadowed by the burdens of the past, and they interfere with
functioning. A description of present behavior overshadowed by the
past
is presented here.
Fears i
Fantasies i
Rules i
Full Contact at Boundaries
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Therapist: "I’d like you to use the word ’now' in every sentence."
Client: "Now I am feeling my heart beating; now I am feeling
my arm go numb just like when I was a kid and got
scared in school."
It is at this point that the client brings in past experiences,
"when I was a kid in school," that interferes with what is happening
in the actual reality, that "(his) heart is beating."
This example is used to show the use of the past as a way of
talking about the present confounds and confuses the present, and
makes it difficult to fully see, listen, sense and participate in
the present (Peris, 1973).
The past is full of unfinished experiences that interrupt present
experiences, and are never perceived as new, they are worked with in
the same manner as past unsatisfying experiences.
M. Polster (1974) gives a clear account of what awareness feels
like:
Awareness is a way of keeping up to date with herself
and her current experience. It is a preamble to lively en-
gagement and expressive interaction in the present moment.
It is an antidote to remaining fixed in the past commitments
or outgrown values. The woman who is aware of her wants
and
can express them experiences herself as being on target
and
moving towards a sense of completion and release. With
the
completion of a cycle of awareness -wanting- action, she is
free to continue her contemporary interaction with her
own
experience rather than becoming mired m incomplete and un-
fulfilled wanting.
Awareness is no guarantee against pain or
unhappiness.
It means she may indeed perceive clearly the
dead-end qua y
of a lifeless relationship, she may recognize
that a work
scene is sterile, she may acknowledge that
sometiling s le once
wanted is, in actuality, no longer what she
^
also means that she must take the
responsibility for creati g
and/or perpetuating this unhappy state of
affairs (p. 261).
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Awareness level 1 . In unhealthy functioning, awareness is inter-
fered with by the person retreating into past experiences and/or future
fears and apprehensions. The person does not recognize his/her feelings
and/or avoids feelings. The person contradicts self and/or does not
listen to him/her self. The person talks 'about* his/her experiences
(e.g., by relating anecdotes) rather than experiencing the actual reality.
Example: I don't know how I feel. I guess it doesn't
matter. I know I should take it in my stride.
I don't care. I'm sure this will happen again
to me because it is just like the last time I
had trouble with my boss. I'll probably get
fired like last time, too, if I don't watch
my step.
Awareness level 2 . At this level, awareness is verbalized by the
person recognizing his/her feelings, but expresses a separation between
thoughts and feelings, or mind and body.
The person verbalizes 'shoulds' or what he/she ought to do, and
'wants' to or what he/she feels may be emotionally or spiritually
satisfying.
Example: I felt angry at my boss, but I felt like I
shouldn't. I had no right to feel that way. I
guess I ought to apologize and remain polite.
Awareness level 3 . At this level, awareness is verbalized
by the person recognizing feelings, urgent demands, thoughts,
gestures,
facial expressions, voice tone and strength, breathing, and
emotions
in the present, but the person does not recognize
his/her need to assert
or act, and does not subsequently assert or act on
these needs because
of some fears about themselves or the other person.
However, the person
is engaged directly and involved in the experience
and the person is
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listening to him/herself talk.
Example: I was angry at my boss. I felt myself being
really tense, but I thought I could not tell him
off, because he would go away, not talk to me,
or I might lose my job.
Awareness level 4 . At this level, awareness is verbalized by the
person recognizing feelings, urgent demands, gestures, thoughts, facial
expressions, voice tone and strength, breathing and emotions in the
present inside and outside his/her body, and he/she asserts and acts on
these needs when appropriate . S/he can answer how. s/he is feeling,
where s/he is feeling it, and when s/he is feeling it, as well as what
s/he wants to do about it now. The healthy functioning person has
the ability to state the immediate experience.
Example: I heard my boss. I felt like he was exploiting me.
At that moment I could have really told him off, and
I felt like it too. I felt a pain in my head, like a
signal that I was avoiding my anger at him. However,
I decided that the appropriate action right there was
to cool it, because I could get fired. I needed the
job and the money, hater I went home and axed the
hell out of some logs I needed to make into firewood.
Integration definition . Integration may be defined as
the ability
to recognize a conflict within one’s self, identify
and express the
elements of the conflict, and move towards
synthesis of the two or
more conflicting emotions in one's self (Harman,
1974). These competing
emotions drain and immobilize the individual
for more productive tasks
(Peris, 1969). Integration is important in
order for the individual
to feel a sense of one’s wholeness as
a physical, emotional, and
spiritual being. Integration is an
affirmation of the many facets or
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parts of one's self as well as the limitations of one's self in the
world (Brown, 1969)
.
Hie importance of integration . Integration is important in healthy
functioning because it causes the individual to repossess all the
parts that belong to one's self: traits, characteristics, defenses,
feelings, and resistances: projections, confluences, retroflections
,
deflections, and introjections. As one repossesses each part, one
obtains a first glimpse, and a slow solid understanding of one’s re-
sources and potential.
Polster and Polster (1973) calls this natural movement towards
integration synthesis because any organism will use the most economical
means to organize itself trying to find compatibility among conflicting
emotions. To be vindictive, caring, lovable, and ruthless is an in-
compatible range of emotions that most people cannot handle unless they
discover their range of expression and recognize these parts in a new
way.
To achieve compatibility where society insists none
exists, and where prior experience has failed to
find any, requires considerable skill- -to say
nothing of durability and creativity in maintaining
contactful integration among painfully antagonistic
characteristics (Polster and Polster, 1973, p. 64).
Integration Level 1 . On this level the unhealthy functioning
person does not recognize a conflict. In fact, the person
often chooses
a conflicting situation for the interview that seems
inappropriate or
even superficial. Once the conflict is identified,
it is easily re-
solved by avoiding, taking a fixed and rigid stance,
or smoothing
things over (Polster and Polster, 1973)
.
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hxample: I just don't have conflicts; I just guess I don't
think that way. I guess the only conflict I can
remember was a few days ago, but that wasn't import-
ant, anyway. It was whether I wanted to call my
sister or not.
Integration Level 2 . The person recognizes and verbalizes a
conflict: however, the conflict is not owned, and is seen as outside
of him/her self. Hie person blames, nags
,
and justifies his/her
position. The person does not see how s/he has contributed to the
conflict.
Example: I finally called my sister. She certainly knows
how to get me. She is such a competitive baby.
I guess I feel so much more sophisticated than her.
Integration Level 3 . The person recognizes the conflict and owns
the competing parts; however, one gets stuck in one part, and cannot
relive or own the polarized part. S/he feels like the helpless victim,
the underdog, and powerless in that part.
Example: I hate what my sister does. I always have to be
there when she is in trouble. I always have to feed
her and listen to her men problems. I feel like the
married house- frau around her most of the time, just
because I'm older and know more. I hate how I feel.
Integration Level 4. In a healthy functioning person, both parts
of the conflict are reowned. The person can dialogue between the parts,
relive the parts, and reach a synthesis or integration of the parts.
The person can recognize and express what s/he wants, what s/he feels
is satisfying, in contrast to what s/he 'should do' or the rules and
injunction that come from the competing parts. All this comes from
reowning the parts.
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Resolution of the conflict, in its most effective
and enduring for, usually involves respecting both
parts of the polarity and merging them into a
course of action which represents a synthesis or
an alliance of these previously disparate parts
(M. Polster, 1974, p. 250).
Example: I saw how I kept myself in the housewife drudge
role with my sister, and how I made myself feel
really bad when I was around her. So I suggested
that she invite me for dinner, and over hamburgers
we talked about my sharing more of myself with her,
rather than just being the ’ear* to her problems.
Maturation definition . The term maturation is defined as growing
up (Peris, 1968). Maturation is the movement from environmental support
to self-support (Peris, 1969). The person can stand on his/her own two
feet and not get others to do what s/he can do for him/her self (Harman,
1974). There is a difference between self-support and self-sufficiency,
often confused in gestalt. Self-support is a term used to mean the
ability to ask for help when one needs it and to make contact in a
better, more satisfying way (Peris, 1973). Self-sufficiency is a term
used to mean the stubborn reliance on one’s self which is seen in an
I-Don' t-Need-Anyone-Attitude even when one is in need of help.
Self-support means letting go of phony roles, and not manipulating
the environment by being helpless, playing stupid, asking questions,
wheedling, and flattering (Peris, 1970). Peris makes the point that
self-support is a goal of gestalt (1973).
The importance of maturation . Maturation is important
for healthy
functioning because it demonstrates that a person can look
after one s
self. Maturation affords one the gifts of autonomy and
responsibility.
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Growing up means letting go of the concept that one is a child
"•
. .
to be mature means giving up the concept that we have to be
submissive or defiant, or the other variations on the child's role chat
we play (Peris, 1970, p. 18)."
Maturation is an ongoing life process in development and growth
facilitated when each person is afforded the optimum environmental
setting to reach one's potential (Passons, 1974).
Maturation level 1
.
On this level, the unhealthy functioning
person can verbalize how one manipulates the environment, friends,
family and acquaintances to lean on, to get emotional support and to
get help, when s/he is capable of helping him/her self. This person
plays stupid, helpless, wheedles, flatters, and plays phony roles to
get needs met. The person is relatively unaware of this (Peris, 1970).
Example: I can't possibly find an apartment. I haven't
looked for one in so long I wouldn't even know how
to look for one; you would really have to help me.
Maturation level 2. The person verbalizes how s/he avoids asking
directly for support and uses the environment to get needs met and
to control his/her behavior. The person recognizes his/her manipu-
lations ,_but_j^fuses_to_do_jn^ and relies instead on
environmental support to control his/her behavior. The person is
often self- sabotaging, critical and will not provide his/her own
nurturance
.
Example: Most of the apartments I see are bad. I can
barely get up in the morning to find one. Maybe
someone will ask me to be their roommate, so I
don't have to look.
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Maturation level 3 . The person expresses what s/he needs and asks
directly for things. The person recognizes his/her leaning on the en-
vironment, but is in charge and cognizant of his/her own behavior and
owns that support
,
but is not sure there are any other alternatives.
Example: I am too tired to look for an apartment. I'll put
a sign up at the Co-op and I will tell my friends,
someone may want a roommate, and I can just move in.
I don't have energy to look alone now, besides this
seems like the only way.
Maturation level 4 . The healthy functioning individual does not
depend on others to do what s/he is able to do for him/her self. The
individual expresses his/her autonomy and self-support by looking after
his/her self. This person's behavior is characterized by recognizing
and getting needs met, and asking directly for help only as s/he needs
it. This person feels centered (Latner, 1973), and is nurturing, pro-
tective and supportive to one's self. This person is doing all that
s/he is capable of doing in his/her own ideosyncratic way (Peris, 1973).
Example: I don't have energy to find an apartment. I will
stay here, until I do feel ready to look. Meanwhile,
what can I do to make myself feel better here and find
non- energy draining ways of keeping my eyes out for
another place to live?
Responsibility definition . Responsibility is a term used by
Naranjo (1970) to describe the unavoidable fact that eacli person is a
doer of his/her own behaviors and actions. According to
Peris (1951)
,
each person is the creator of his/her own destiny, and must
be willing
to say, "I am I who creates my own experiences,
that characterizes re-
sponsibility (p. 18)."
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The importance of responsibility . Peris sees response- ability as
an important goal of gestalt therapy because it gives each person the
freedom to choose his/her own thoughts, reactions, emotions, and claim
them as his/her own (Peris, 1973).
Responsibility level 1 . The unhealthy functioning person expresses
him/her self by projecting, introjecting, blaming, nagging, gaming,
and manipulating. The person acts like a passive victim to experiences.
The person uses passive language and does not recognize behaviors that
s/he has created or contributed to.
Example: I was at a party and an incident occurred in which
one party took a view and I took the opposing view.
There was a question as to whether there should be a
debate or calmness. I sat back and relaxed and waited
until cooler heads prevailed. I just let it happen
and tuned out.
Responsibility level 2 . The person asks questions instead
of making
statements or taking risks, introjecting, blaming, nagging, and
gaming.
The person recognizes his/her unproductive behaviors, but
feels that
the only choice is to remain in the passive stance.
The person sees
him/her self in a fixed way of dealing with the
environment, and believes
that s/he cannot change it.
Example- I was at this party, and an incident
occurred where
P
i was taking the opposite view. I
wondered how I got
into this awful situation, there seemed
to be no way
out.
Responsibility level 3 . The person expresses
how s/he contributes
to his/her experience, but is unaware of
how to change unproductive
behaviors, although s/he wants to change
his/her existence.
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Example: I am arguing with someone at this party, and I
know I don't want or like this argument. I wanted
to change the way things were going, but how, I
asked myself?
Responsibility level 4 . Hie healthy functioning person verbalizes
that s/he is the creator or his/her own experiences and owns and is
answerable to those experiences. This person shows freedom of choice
in his/her thoughts, feelings, reactions, and claim them as his/her cwn
and is willing to be answerable for them (Peris, 1973). This person makes
clear statements of self-disclosure, takes risks, and an active stance.
Example: I was angry at this party, and I took the responsi-
bility for what might happen in this argument, and I let
this other person know how I secretly felt, and I asked
for a reaction.
Authenticity definition . Authenticity is defined as the willing-
ness to state what one feels and thinks honestly. Often it is a
straight risk-taking statement or action where the individual assumes
responsibility for the consequences.
The importance of authenticity . Authenticity is important in
healthy functioning because in giving clear straight messages , one
is more able to get and hear clear and unclear messages. The more a
person creates this meaningful and clear communication with the world,
the more one obtains better contact with other people (Greenwald,
1968)
.
Authenticity level 1 . On this level , the unhealthy individual
does not risk stating his/her own options and hides behind game
playing, politeness, manipulation, and confluent behavior. S/he asks
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indirectly for what s/he wants or expects others to know his/her needs
without asking. The person often expresses frustration and unfulfill
-
ment in this state, and is totally unaware of his/her indirectness.
Example: I was working with this person and I needed to
tell him some things that he was doing wrong at
work, kind of personal things, that interfered with
our relationship, but I didn't want to hurt this
person's feelings. I guess I will have to live with
these bad feelings and just stay polite. I'll go
along with what transpires and resign myself to the
situation.
Authenticity level 2 . The person does not risk stating his/her own
needs, but expects others to do so. The person hides behind question
asking, and often frustrates him/her self by mental guessing games,
but does not know any other way to be.
Example: I'm working with this person, and the things they
do bother me at work. I wonder if he knows. Maybe if
I ask him if anything is wrong, he will bring it up.
Authenticity level 3 . The person expresses directly what s/he
wants
takes a risk, but is often unwilling to self-disclose his/her
emotions
and thoughts. This takes the fom of asking only to obtain information
to use for him/her self.
Example: I am working with this person, and often he
does
things that bother me in the work situation. I
think
I will ask him about other jobs he has had to see i
he says anything about how other people felt,
lhen
I will tell him what is bothering me about his
work
behavior
.
Authenticity level 4 . The person expresses directly
what s/he
wants, takes a risk, makes a statement
and comes on straight. The
person states what s/he thinks and feels
honestly and is willing to
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disclose his/her emotions and thoughts. The person asks others for
what he/shc wants from them.
Example: I told this person at work how his behavior
bothers me. I said, "fou always ask me for advice
and then you disregard it. I wish you would stop
asking, because it makes me feel like what I said
isn’t worth anything, or show some appreciation for
my time or thoughtfulness, or stop asking." I tried
to listen to what the person had to say.
Self-regulation definition . Self-regulation is defined as the capa-
bility of selecting for him/her self what is nourishing by picking and
choosing (Greenwald, 1968) . It is the ability to listen to organis-
mic messages which indicate the needs and preferences of the individual
(Peris
,
1951)
.
The importance of self-regulation . Self- regulation is important
because in these messages- -feelings, headaches, stomach cramps, foot
pains, and various other internal cries— the body is saying that some-
thing is' amiss and needs rebalancing. Greater integration between
the
mind and the body is created by experiencing and acting on
these bodily
messages.
Self-regulation level 1 . On this level, the unhealthy
person is
virtually oblivious to the existence of his/her body and
is unable to
hear body messages for such things as food, sleep,
affection, rest,
quiet, and exercise. The person behaves in a
constrained, impulsive,
or repressed way and does not listen to his/her
body signals.
Example: I worked from eight to five today.
I had a headache
so I took an aspirin and went out to a
party. y,
what a long day. I'm pooped.
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Self-regulation level 2
.
The person views his/her body as an
automaton and does not listen to body messages for food, sleep, affect-
ion, rest, quiet, and physical activity. The person hears body messages
but feels s/he cannot control these messages, so docs little about them.
Example: I worked hard today and came home tired. My
head ached, but I really wanted to go out that
night. After all, you only live once.
Self-regulation level 3
.
The person listens to body messages for
food, sleep, affection, rest, quiet and physical activity. The person
hears the signals, but forgets to act, delays, or acts sporadically
and inconsistently on these messages.
Example: I came home tired after a long day. My head ached
and I felt like I was coming down with the flu, but I
promised a friend that I would go dancing, so I went.
Maybe I will stay home tomorrow night.
Self- regulation level 4 . The person listens to body messages and
needs, such as the call for food, sleep, affection, and physical acti-
vity, quiet or rest. The person stops and acts on these messages con-
sistently.
Example: I came home after working a long eight to five day.
My head ached so I lay down for a while, then I
decided that I really needed to suspend my night time
plans and take a hot bath and pamper myself. After
all, my body was aching.
Behavior change definition . Behavior change is defined as the
ability to accept what is, rather than what one expects to be, or
some
idealized state of being. Beisser (1970) suggests a. paradox of
be-
havior change. By the recognition of the stated problem and how
one
repeats the pattern, the pattern seems to change, almost as
if by
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itself. If one tries to set about changing his/her behavior intention-
ally, it may not change.
The importance of behavior change . Behavior change and its con-
comitant function, self-acceptance, is the goal of every system of
therapy (Simkin, 1970). The importance of behavior change is that the
acceptance of what is, rather than what should be, helps creative
and productive adjustment and stops frustration. To change what one
can change and accept what one cannot change is the end goal of therapy
and a lifelong process.
Behavior change level 1. The unhealthy functioning person verbal-
izes his/her wants, hopes, and some idealized state s/he cannot obtain.
The person cannot see what is, cannot accept what is, and unproductive
patterns remain. S/he prevents him/her self from reaching his/her goal,
sees those goals as unattainable, and blames outside sources
rather
than his/her own unproductive patterns of behavior.
Example : The conflict was that I was going to quit school.
I wasn't enjoying my research. I wasn't enjoying
my courses. I was drawn by my fantasies of Cali-
fornia. I blamed my wife for keeping me here.
Behavior change level 2 . The person sees what is
and what one
wants, and can verbalize and express what one
wants but continues un-
productive behavior and old patterns. The person
recognizes the pat
terns, although one cannot gain insight to
change behaviors.
Example : I was going to quit school , but I
bought about
what would my mom say and think of me.
Would 1
successful, would I have enough money,
would it
bother me if I didn't? I was again stuck
in the
same old way I think, when I think about
quitting
school.
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Behavior change level 5 . The person is seen as recognizing and
accepting what is, but cannot let go fully of unproductive patterns
and still talks of some idealized state. The person can only stay
with acceptance of what is for short periods of time.
Example: I was thinking about quitting school and I began
to realize that the work was hard, for the first time,
and it would be a trade off if I left school, but I
saw myself in California really happy and unworried.
Behavior change level 4 . The healthy functioning person is
seen as recognizing and accepting where and what s/he is. The person
1 stays with the feeling' of the actual existence, while letting go of
where s/he thinks s/he ought to be or other unproductive patterns and
idealized states. Acceptance is the key word here.
Example: I was going to quit school and I realized how con-
fused I was about the whole thing. I decided not to
do anything, but let myself feel confused until I
felt certain and grounded in any new decision.
In summary, by reviewing the existing literature one sees that in
clarifying and describing observable behaviors, these behaviors often
overlap. For example, if s/he raises his/her ratable level of self-
regulation, in that process s/he raises the level of many, if not
all,
of the other goals of gestalt therapy.
Secondly, one sees the emergence of a hierarchy of gestalt
be-
haviors with movement from unhealthy functioning towards
healthy function
ing, in the direction of greater awareness, integration,
maturation,
responsibility, authenticity, self-regulation and
behavior change. This
hierarchy facilitates the evaluation of gestalt
behaviors by raters and
other professionals. In Chapter III, the
methodology for use of this
hierarchy will be discussed.
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CHAPTER III
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
Introduction
Up to date, little research has been undertaken to demonstrate the
effectiveness of gestalt therapy on behavior change. Few behavioral,
self-report, or longitudinal studies have been done. The emphasis in-
stead has been on the techniques, theory and practice of gestalt. The
lack of research may be accounted for because gestalt therapy is rela-
tively new in the field of psychotherapy, and is seen as only one theory
in the developing field of Humanistic Psychology.
The major focus of this study is to describe more clearly the goals
of gestalt therapy in behavioral terms and to examine change in indi-
vidual behavior.
The purpose of this study is to determine whether or not
clients
who have experienced a year of gestalt therapy can identify
changes
in their behavior that are consistent with the goals of
gestalt therapy.
A subsidiary purpose is to develop a model that will
clarify
gestalt goals in behavioral terms.
The value of this study lies in its tunely attempt
to shape and
develop methods for research that fit existing
phenomena: an emerging
client population, the popularization of gestalt
therapy, and the ap-
parent behavior change produced in therapy.
General Statement of Design
in order to accomplish the purpose of
assessing behavioral change,
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a gestalt group and a control group was interviewed by the researcher
using the critical incident technique and the reports were analyzed on
the basis of the diagnostic instrument developed by the author which
has been designated: "The Gestalt Continuum."
Hypotheses
The null hypotheses are based on the participation of a gestalt
group in a year of therapy specifically designed to increase the
individual's abilities in awareness, responsibility, maturation, inte-
gration, self-regulation, authenticity and behavior changes, and a
control group which had not undergone any therapy. The following null
hypotheses were tested. The rejection level for each hypothesis was
at the .01 level of significance.
1. There is no significant difference between subjects'
description of behaviors on the Gestalt Continuum between the gestalt
group and the control group. If hypothesis I is rejected then the
following hypotheses will be tested.
2. There is no significant difference between subjects' de-
scription of behaviors on the Gestalt Continuum between the gestalt
group at the initial interview and a follow-up interview three
months
later.
3. There is no significant difference between
subjects dc.
scription of behaviors on the Gestalt Continuum between
the control
group at the initial interviews and a follow-up
interview three months
later.
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4. There is no significant difference in subjects' descriptions
of their behaviors between the gestalt group and the control group at the
initial interview.
5. There is no significant difference of subjects' descript-
ions of their behaviors between the gestalt group and the control group
at the follow-up interview three months later.
Description of the Sample
The sample used in this study consisted of 20 individuals, graduate
students at University of Massachusetts Graduate School, Amherst, Massa-
chusetts. Of the 20 individuals, 10 were white males and 10 were white
females, who ranged in age from 24 to 32 years. This group was divided
into a gestalt and a control group.
The treatment group consisted of 5 white males, and 5 white females.
They had- been in gestalt therapy for a year, two and one half hours a
week with the same therapist. The investigator subsequently interviewed
this same group three months after the initial interview.
The primary therapist was a 33 year old white male who has practiced
gestalt therapy for five years. He has worked in the Amherst area for
two years and made initial contact with his clients to explain the
study. Ten of the clients volunteered to form the gestalt group.
The control group was selected from registration lines for Summer
Session 1975 in Boyden Gym. This location and selection method was
chosen because it gave the researcher maximum access to find a
matched
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sample of subjects. They met the criteria and closely matched the
treatment group in regard to age, sex, education and experience
( Table 1) . This comparison group was needed as a way of gauging any
significant change in the gestalt group matched for the same variables.
The control group participants had never been in any form of
psychotherapy and had never partaken in any gestalt therapy or edu-
cation.
The control group was interviewed again three months later. The
investigator contacted each client by telephone and arranged an hour
interview in a convenient setting. The client was informed that the
proceedings would be taped and the findings would be made available at
a later date.
TABLE 1
DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE
Ss Age Sex Education Experience
Gestalt
Group
24-35 years 5 male
5 female
Graduate
Students
1 year
Gestalt
Therapy
Control
Group
24-35 years 5 male
5 female
Graduate
Students
No therapy
of any kind
ever.
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Data Collection
Data was collected for this study by using the "critical incident
technique" and a Personal Data Sheet (Appendix A, B, C, D)
.
Critical incident technique . The history of the critical incident
technique (Flanagan, 1954) dates back to the studies carried out in the
Aviation Psychology Program of the Army Air Forces in World War II. It
was a very successful method used to analyze such activities as combat
leadership and disorientation in pilots.
The critical incident technique consists of a set of procedures
for collecting direct observations of human behavior in such a way
as to facilitate solving problems. An incident is, any observable human
activity that is sufficiently complete in itself to permit inferences.
To be critical, an incident must occur in a situation where the purpose
or intent of the act seems fairly clear to the observer.
There were five steps included in the critical incident procedure,
(a) Determination of the general aim of the activity; (b) Development
of plans and specifications for collecting factual incidents
regarding
the activity; (c) Collection of the data; (d) Analysis of the
data;
(e) Interpretation and reporting of the statement of the
requirements
of the activity.
The critical incident technique was useful in its
ability to
report facts regarding behavior, rather than
opinions, interpretations,
and ratings. The reporting was limited to those
behaviors which, accord
ing to competent observers, made a significant
contribution to the
activity.
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It should be noted that although the critical incidents only re-
present raw data, its application can be widely adapted for use in
many fields. A few of these include: counseling and psychotherapy,
job performance, and leadership (Flanagan, 1954).
In order to gather data for this study, a modified version of the
critical incident technique was used with both the control and the
gestalt group. The instrument was useful for the purposes of this
study because it was composed of eleven questions that asked the subjects
to describe in more detail a situation which evoked conflict with a
significant other person. The subject described an emotionally charged
• experience that evoked feelings and content that resulted in an immo-
bilizing conflict. The answers to these questions generated data in
order to make judgements about the subject (Appendix; C)
.
Personal data sheet . The other instrument used to evaluate the
subjects is the personal data sheet to establish eligibility of the
subject to participate in this study (Appendix U)
.
The initial data collection began June 1, 1975 and the follow-up
interviews began September 1, 1975. The primary therapist initially
contacted each potential gestalt group subject personally. He told
each that the study involved being interviewed about their
experiences
in gestalt therapy and that they were free to volunteer.
Ten volun-
teered, and formed the gestalt group. The control group
was matched
to the gestalt group for age, sex, educational
experience, lack of
therapy experience, and ease of access to the
researcher. These were
personally chosen from summer registration at Boyden
Gym. A total of
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twenty subjects agreed to volunteer for the experiment.
The control group and the gestalt group were contacted by tele-
phone and the initial interview was arranged. Each interview took
one hour and was tape recorded. The interview consisted of the
critical incident technique impasse situation administered twice.
The respondent answered the critical incident question once, and was
asked to respond again with a different incident. This gave the re-
searcher additional examples to use to train the raters.
The same twenty subjects were then personally contacted three
months later in September 1975 and an interview time was arranged.
The same critical incident question was administered once and tape
recorded by the interviewer. These interviews were later transcribed
for data analysis by the raters. In all, sixty critical incidents
were obtained.
The Rationale for Interviewing
The nature of this study is idiosyncratic to a certain extent. The
unfolding of each client's way of reporting his therapy is based on their
own abilities, styles, and ways of perceiving their internal and ex-
ternal world. To reduce data to other than descriptive detailed self-
reports would not help any other individual in describing his self-
perceptions. This investigator has hoped to devote her energy to de-
scribing as clearly as possible the way clients report their gestalt
experience in terms of behavior change.
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It is from finding out interpretations of client's reports that
therapists may improve their practice of therapy. As Carl Rogers
(1969) has said about the self-report approach:
To my way of thinking, this personal, phenomenological type
of study- -especially when one reads all of the responses-
-
is far more valuable than the traditional 'hard-headed'
empirical approach. This kind of study, often scored by
psychologists as being 'merely, self-reports , ' actually
gives the deepest insights into what the experience has
meant... .For me this kind of organized, naturalistic study may
' well be the most fruitful way of advancing our knowledge
in these subtle and unknown fields (p.133).
I
Coding Manual "
The 40 critical incident interviews of 11 questions and answers
were collected, typed, and compiled in three large loose leaf note-
books for the raters to analyze. The first 10 critical incident inter-
views were used as samples to train the raters. After ten examples,
the raters were given an inter-rater reliability test. Then the manuals
were used as workbooks to analyze the data. Each interview in the
book was to be analyzed on the basis of a 4 point scale and a 7 dimension
instrument, an adaptation of Carkhuff's Assessment of Interpersonal
Functioning, which was named ” the Gestalt Continuum." The manual
consisted of these 7 scales. Each interview had a back sheet to be
used to rate the 7 dimensions (Appendix J,K).
~T~
Available from the author
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Selection and Training of Raters
Raters were needed for the study who could assess in a numerical
way the responses made during the critical incident interview and
assess the 7 dimensions of the goals of gestalt therapy.
Two raters were chosen for this study. Both were doctoral
candidates at University of Massachusetts in the School of Education.
Both had a counseling background. The reliability of these raters were
found to be .30 level. Also, they were given interviews without
the sex of the interviewee. They tended to rate the interviews that
showed more assertiveness higher. It was determined that the sex of
each interviewee be placed in the upper left hand comer next to the
code number of the subject.
New raters were found at Eliot Clinic, Emerson Hospital, Concord,
Massachusetts
,
and they were trained and the gestalt continuum was re-
fined. Appendix E contains the old continuum. These interns were
doctoral candidates at Boston University. Both had a counseling back-
ground.
The raters participated in a training session that lasted two
days. This session helped them gain a clearer understanding of the
study and the goals of gestalt therapy.
The raters used the Gestalt Continuum with examples of interviews.
Hie raters compared each response and systematically attempted
to under-
stand how gestalt behaviors might be recognized and differentiated.
The raters followed this procedure in using the manuals: (1)
the
raters received the manual of sixty interviews (20 were
used for rater
training)
.
(2) They read the 20 examples and ordered
the examples
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from one to 20 according to healthiest to unhealthiest based on the
Gestalt Continuum. The two raters gave the coded interviews nicknames
for easier recognition. (3) The raters wrote down phrases of dialogue
that would describe what a level 4 integration response, or a level 1
awareness response was in order to compare how each rate scored and to
develop a consistent system between themselves. (4) The raters then
talked about their reasons for giving a particular response a certain
rating. (5) On the basis of scores, the raters established the inter-
rater reliability on the Inter-rater reliability test to be .80. (6)
The raters took the manuals home and scored each interview on the 7
dimensions using the Gestalt Continuum.
Inter-Rater Reliability Test
Hie researcher used the Inter-rater Reliability Test to verify
reliability between the two raters. The example interviews were taken
from the subjects’ extra set of responses to the critical incident
interview.
The raters were given twenty sample interviews. By taking the
total of the seven scales for each subject and arriving at one score
for each subject, they were able to compare the number of agreements
between the two raters (Appendix F)
.
Inter-rater reliability resulted in the percentage of
agreement
between the two raters by taking two multiplied by the
total number of
agreements and divining by the total number of decisions
made by rater
A added to the total number of decisions
made by rater B.
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The Construction and Rationale of the Gestalt
Continuum
It should be noted that the first and pilot Gestalt Continuum
(Appendix b) was designed to score the content and the process of each
response. This instrument was not sensitive enough to the data and a
refined model was used for this study (Table 3) . It also should be noted
that this instrument has not been validated against any other standard-
ized instruments.
Hie underlying assumption used in developing the Gestalt Con-
tinuum is that a person's verbal reports are accurate reflections of
his/her perceptions of their process and overt behaviors. For example,
awareness is defined as recognizing what one is thinking, doing, feel-
ing, and planning moment to moment (Harman, 1974) . If a person lives
completely in the past, his/her experiences and language will be colored
by this filter, and his/her behavior will reflect the past orientation.
A client may use the past tense frequently, go off into recalling
memories of past experiences, and the client's eyes and body may show
an inward reflecting gaze and posture. All this may be evidence
to the
therapist that the client is not experiencing the present moment.
This assumption leads the researdier to devise a continuum
that
looks at behaviors which are valued in gestalt. Based on
these assump-
tions one can evaluate and obtain an individual’s
perception of his/her
process by asking about overt behaviors and codifying
verbalizations.
Gestalt, similar to other systems of therapy, does
value some
behaviors as healthier than others. These behaviors
are not to be con-
fused with the final outcome of adjustment in therapy.
The ultimate
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goal of gestalt is awareness, not adjustment to societal norms (Peris,
1973). How a person moves toward these goals, and his/her process in
achieving awareness becomes idiosyncratic to that individual. Thus, a
continuum or a criteria of improvement seems relevant, as long as it is
not used as a test for adjustment. Awareness as well as the seven goals
in gestdlt are viewed as stages in an ongoing process, not just as a
singular, momentary test for sickness or health.
Table 2 outlines the goals of gestalt therapy. There are seven
goal areas that theorists have agreed upon (Beisser, 1970; Harmon,
1974; Peris, 1951; Polster and Polster, 1973), and these have been
expanded into definitions, functional definitions, the role of the
therapist, gestalt experiments, and outcomes.
An example from Table 2 will serve to show the operation of the
chart. The function of Frame I Number I is to operationalize the goal
of awareness. The definition has been given in Frame I as a "state
of consciousness that develops spontaneously when an organism is
attending to present emerging foreground (a need) so the organism
can
utilize all of its potential (Peris, 1969). The definition is
further
stated in Frame II in functional terms: "awareness is being
able to
state what s/he is doing, planning, feeling, and thinking
(Harmon,
1974).” Next in Frame III, the role of the therapist is
seen in rela
tionship to how he facilitates the goal of awareness.
In this case
s/he shows how the client prevents himself from
changing behaviors the
client wishes to change, and the therapist helps
the client recognize
how s/he blocks and avoids awareness (Naranjo, 1971).
In 1 rainc IV,
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experiments are listed as ways to reveal to the client something about
his/her existence as a person. One such experiment is the use of the
awareness continuum. The client uses this as a frame of reference for
getting back to him/her self. The client asks himself, 'How am I
feeling, what am I feeling, where am I feeling it?” The experiments
are designed to keep the client in the present time. In Frame V, the
outcomes of awareness are listed. The client establishes conditions
of awareness of self and world and behaves in the present time.
While Table 2 determines the goals of Gestalt Therapy, Table 3
specifies how these goals are translated into criteria of improvement
using behaviors. Table 3 will represent the model to be used in
analyzing and scoring the critical incident technique called the Gestalt
Continuum.
An example of the criteria for improvement in teims of behavior
will be followed through in Table 3. Hie goals of gestalt are numbered
1 to 4 down tiie left hand side of the chart. Behaviors run along
the
continuum, horizontally.
Table 3 is a continuum of behaviors based on the goals of
gestalt.
Hie goal of awareness, for example, is seen in Table 3 level 1,
and
may be followed along the continuum from ineffective
behaviors or the
blocking of energy to effective behaviors or the flow of
energy. The
total blocking of energy plotted on the extreme end
of the continuum
would be seen as the lack of awareness or level 1.
The individual does
not stay in the present time and instead lives
out fantasies, appre-
In the middle of the continuum is the
impasse or
hensions, and fears.
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the place where the individual senses that he is not getting what he
needs, but is in conflict and is immobilized and knows no other ways
of behaving. A high degree of awareness, or the flow of energy and
effective behavior is a point on the extremity of the continuum or
level 4. The individual makes statements that indicate s/he is living
in the present moment and by indicating through behavior or words
his/her ability to do, plan, and think in present time.
Each goal of gestalt therapy is indicated by levels 1 through 4
in Table 3. Each behavior is plotted on the continuum from blocking
energy to the flow of energy in Table 3.
The key concepts of this study are outlined in Table 2, by de-
termining the goals of gestalt therapy and by Table 3, by specifying
how these goals are translated into criteria of improvement using
behaviors. Table 3 will later be used as a model in analyzing be-
haviors and coding and scoring the data.
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TABLE 3
GESTALT CONTINUUM AWARENESS SCALE
63
1.0
2.0
3.0
4 .04*
In unhealthy functioning, awareness is interfered with by
the person retreating into past experiences and/or future fears
And apprehensions. The person does not recognize his/her feelings
and/or avoids feelings. The person contradicts self and/or does
not listen to him/her self. The person talks about his/her ex-
periences (e.g. by relating anecdotes) rather than experiencing
the actual reality.
At this level, awareness is verbalized by the person recog-
nizing his/her feelings, but expresses a separation between
thoughts and feelings, or mind and body. The person verbalizes
' shoulds ’ or what s/he ought to do, and 'wants' or what s/he
feels may be emotionally or spiritually satisfying.
At this level, awareness is verbalized by the person recog-
nizing feelings, urgent demands, thoughts, gestures, facial ex-
pressions, voice tone and strength, breathing and emotions in the
present, but the person does not recognize his/her need to assert
or act, and does not subsequently assert or act on these needs
because of some fears about themselves or the other person. How-
ever, the person is engaged directly and involved in the experience
and the person is listening to him/her self talk.
At this level, awareness is verbalized by the person recog-
nizing feelings, urgent demands, gestures, thoughts, facial
expressions, voice tone and strength, breathing and emotions
in the present inside and outside his/her body, and s/he asserts
and acts on these needs when appropriate. S/he can answer how
s/he is feelings, where s/he is feeling it, as well as what s/he
wants to do about it now. The healthy functioning person has the
ability to state the immediate experience.
TABLE 3
GESTALT CONTINUUM INTEGRATION SCALE
64
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
On this level the unhealthy functioning person does not
recognize a conflict. In fact, the person often chooses a con-
flicting situation for the interview that seems inappropriate or
even superficial. Once the conflict is identified, it is easily
resolved by avoiding, taking a fixed or rigid stance, or smoothing
things over (Polster and Polster, 1973)
.
The person recognizes and verbalizes a conflict, however, the
conflict is not owned, and is seen as outside of one's self.
The person blames, nags, and justifies his/her position. The
person does not see how s/he has contributed to the conflict.
The person recognizes the conflict and owns the competing
parts; however, one gets stuck in one part, and cannot relive
or own the polarized part. S/he feels like the helpless victim,
the underdog, and powerless in that part.
In a healthy functioning person, both parts of the conflict
are reowned. The person can dialogue between the parts, relive
the parts, and reach a synthesis or integration of the parts.
The personcan recognize and express what s/he wants, whats/he
feels is satisfying, in contrast to what s/he 'should do' or the
rules and injunction that come from the competing parts. All
this comes from rcowning the parts
.
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TABLE 3
GESTALT CONTINUUM MATURATION SCALE
1.0 T
2.0 ••
4.0
On this level, the unhealthy functioning person can verbal-
ize how one manipulates the environment, friends, family and
acquaintances to lean on, to get emotional support and to get help,
when one is capable of helping one’s self. This person plays
stupid, helpless, wheedles, flatters and plays phony roles to get
needs met. The person is relatively unaware of this (Peris,
1970, p.18)
.
The person verbalizes how s/he avoids asking directly for
support and uses the environment to get needs met and to control
his/her behavior. The person recognizes his/her manipulations
but refuses to do anything about them , and relies instead on
environmental support to control his/her behavior. The person is
often self-sabotaging, critical and will not provide his/her own
nurturance.
The person expresses what s/he needs and asks directly for
things. The person recognizes his/her leaning on the environment,
but is in charge and cognizant of his/her own behavior and owns
that support
,
but is not sure there are any other alternatives.
The healthy functioning individual does not depend on others
to do what s/he is able to do for him/her self. The individual
expresses his/her autonomy and self-support by looking after his/
her self. This person’s behavior is characterized by recognizing
and getting needs met, and asking directly for help only as s/he
needs it. This person feels centered (Latner, 1973) and is matur-
ing, protective and supportive to one's self. This person is
doing
all that s/he is capable of doing in his/her own idiosyncratic
way
(Peris, 1973).
TABLE 3
GESTALT CONTINUUM RESPONSIBILITY SCALE
66
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
The unhealthy functioning person expresses him/her self by
projecting, introjecting, blaming, nagging, gaming and manipulating.
The person acts like a passive victim to experiences. The
person uses passive language and does not recognize behaviors
that s/he has created or contributed to.
The person asks questions ingead of making statements or
taking risks, introjecting, blaming, nagging, and gaming. The
person recognizes his/her unproductive behaviors, but feels that
the only choice is to remain in the passive stance. The person
sees him/her self in a fixed way of dealing with the environment,
and believes that s/he cannot change it.
The person expresses how s/he contributed to his/her ex-
perience, but is unaware of how to change unproductive behaviors,
although s/he wants to change his/her existence.
The healthy functioning person verbalizes that s/he is the
creator of his/her own experiences and owns and is answerable to
those experiences. This person shows freedom of choice in his/her
thoughts, feelings, reactions, and claims them as his/her own
and is willing to be answerable for them (Peris, 1973). This person
makes clear statements of self-disclosure, takes risks, and an
active stance.
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TABLE 3
GESTALT CONTINUUM AUTHENTICITY SCALE
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
On this level, the unhealthy individual does not risk
stating his/her own opinion and hides behind game playing,
politeness, manipulation, and confluent behavior . S/he asks
indirectly for what s/he wants or expects others to know his/her
needs without asking. The person often expresses frustration
and unfulfillment in this state, and is totally unaware of his/her
indirectness
.
The person does not risk stating his/her own needs, but
expects others to do so. The person hides behind question asking,
and often frustrates him/her self by mental guessing games,
but does not know any other way to be.
The person expresses directly what s/he wants, takes a
risk, but is often unwilling to self-disclose his/her emotions
and thoughts. This takes the form of asking only to obtain
information to use for him/her self.
The person expresses directly what s/he wants, takes a
risk, makes a statement and comes on straight. The person
states what s/he thinks and feels honestly and is willing to
disclose his/her emotions and thoughts. The person asks
others for what s/he wants from them.
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TABLE 3
GESTALT CONTINUUM SELF- REGULATION SCALE
On this level, the unhealthy person treats his/her body
like a machine by not listening to body messages for food,
sleep, affection, rest, quiet and exercise. The person behaves
in a constrained, impulsive, or repressed way and does not listen
to his/her body signals. The person views these messages as some-
thing outside him/her self.
The person treats his/her body like a machine by not
listening to body messages for food, sleep, affection, rest,
queit, and physical activity. The person hears body messages
but feels s/he cannot control these messages, so does little
about them.
The person listens to body messages for food, sleep,
affection, rest, quiet and physical activity. The person hears
the signals, but forgets to act, delays, or acts sporadically
on these messages.
The person listens to body messages and needs, such as
the call for food, sleep, affection, and physical activity,
quiet or rest. The person stops and acts on these messages
consistently.
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TABLE 3
GESTALT CONTINUUM BEHAVIOR CHANGE
1.0
2.0
3.0
4.0
The unhealthy functioning person verbalizes his/her wants,
hopes, and some idealized state s/he cannot obtain. The person
cannot see what is, cannot accept what is, and unproductive
patterns remain. S/he prevents him/her self from reaching his/
her goals, sees those goals as unattainable, and blames outside
sources, rather than his/her own unproductive patterns of be-
havior.
The person sees what is and what one wants, and can
verbalize and express what one wants but continues unproductive
behavior and old patterns. The person recognizes the patterns,
although one cannot gain insight to change behaviors.
The person is seen as recognizing and accepting what is,
but cannot let go fully of unproductive patterns and still talks
of some idealized state. The person can only stay with accept-
ahce of what is for short periods of time.
The healthy functioning person is seen as recognizing and
accepting where and what s/he is. The person 'stays with the
feeling' of the actual existence, and 'lets go' of where s/he
wants to be and unproductive patterns and idealized states.
Acceptance is the key word.
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Data Analysis
The raw scores of the two separate raters of the critical in-
cident interview and the personal data slice t constitute the data
collected.
The analysis of the critical incident interview was based on a
question designed to uncover the impasse or a conflicting situation
where the individual is immobilized. This impasse is seen as a mid-
way point on the continuum. This study assumes that people reach
impasse periodically; and how individuals respond to this situation
indicates their degree of awareness, integration, responsibility,
maturation, self-regulation, authenticity and behavior change.
Each question in the critical incident technique is designed to
uncover each of seven dimensions. For example, Question 1 and 2 in
the impasse situation sets up the background for the emotionally charged
incident. Question 3 looks at the degree of awareness. Question 4
looks at the degree of integration. Question 5 looks at the degree
of self- regulation. Question 6 looks at the degree of maturation.
Question 7 looks at the degree of responsibility. Question 9 looks
at the degree of authenticity. Question 10 looks at the degree of
behavior change and awareness.
The raters scored the responses based on a continuum ranging
from
one to four. Hie midpoint was designated as the impasse
point. On
the far left the ineffective behavior is seen and on the
far right
the enabling behavior is seen for each of the seven
dimensions.
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The raters judged the 7 dimensions from level one to level four.
Statistical analysis
.
The scores from the control and gestalt
groups were compared using the analysis of variance (Ary, Ravavich,
Jacobs, 1972). This test indicated whether the two groups showed
significant difference. The analysis of variance was used on hypo-
thesis I to determine any significant difference. If a significant
difference was found, then the analysis of variance was used in the
subsequent hypotheses in order to determine the specific place of
variance
.
Rationale for the use of analysis of variance . The analysis of
variance was used to test the significance of the difference between
the means of three or more groups of scores. The Chi square was not
used because it concerns the number of individuals in each category
,
and would not be applicable to a problem concerning the means of all
scores in each category. The t- test is concerned with mean scores,
but it is designed for use with exactly two groups or categories, and
much labor would be entailed to compare the mean of group A with the
mean of group B, then A with C, and then B with C; three separate
ratios would have to be computed separately. Besides requiring much
labor, this method greatly increases the chance of making a Type 1
error; the probability of rejecting the null hypothesis at the .05
level when it is in fact true and increases from .05 to .40
when five
groups are involved.
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The Appropriateness of a Humanistic Evaluation for this
Study
Dalton (1967) has cited the merits of the humanistic evaluation
in that the use of self-reporting, interviewing, and questionnaires
far outweigh its drawbacks. Similarly, Argyris (1975) and Hampden-
Tumer (1974) give sound reasons for a humanistic methodology. These
may be summarized as the adaptability, interact-ability, diversity,
spontaneity, and descriptiveness that is lent to humanistic evaluation.
According to Hampden-Turner in his criticism of empirical research:
It would be rash to claim that no knowledge valuable
to humanity will emerge from such controlled experiments...
What concerns me much more is the knowledge that could not
possibly emerge from such procedures, iou can only get
answers to those questions you are asking. Questions about
relationships of trust, equality and dialogue between the
investigator and his subject are not being asked, since they
offend against current conceptions of good methodology.
...Tiie results which flow from the unilateral inputs of the
experimentor are only applicable to those exercising uni-
lateral inputs in our culture. If, on the other hand, men
have the capacity freely to exchange knowledge and support
in ways that enrich their respective personalities , then
the highly controlled experiment is not going to uncover
this process—not this year, next year, or ever (p. 5).
The variables of humanistic research not only seem consistent with
this study, but also the goals of gestalt.
Adaptability . First, the researcher is not bound by fixed and
rigid outlined plans. He can change, expand, and restructure
his design.
This adaptability is evident in the organismic aims of gestalt
theory.
Tne organism is seen as always in a process of growth and
change as
it assimilates new information (Peris, 1951).
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Hie researcher may see data that was once considered insignificant
slowly emerge as vital. This information may emerge when seen in the
light of other interlocking problems, and new problems constantly emerge
in a changing Gestalt.
Interact- ability . Secondly, the interviewing methods involves
greater interaction among investigator and participant. This intimacy
helps the investigator get to greater depths of questioning the client
and understanding his/her motivations. Gestalt goals stress contact,
a term used to mean being in touch with feelings, thoughts, and sensations.
Interviewing provides data reflecting an individual's processes in this
area (Dalton, 1967).
Diversity . Thirdly, the investigator can choose a diversity of
participants rather than being limited by a rigidly defined population
a gestalt group and a control group. On the basis of reviewing the in-
formation and analyzing emerging dimensions, the investigator is able
to return to the participants, since s/he has established a relation-
ship, and obtain additional data. Also, as the investigator collects
data from interactions, s/he is better able to refine the design as
s/iie goes along. Hie humanistic evaluation is a flexible process.
The
researcher can interview, evaluate, reinterview, reevaluate.
This
growing and changing process is also seen in the gestalt
experience
(Dalton, 1967).
Spontaneity . Fourthly, interviewing uncovers valid and
detailed
subjective data in content areas that may be overlooked by more
orthodox
and formal means. The spontaneity of conversing
lends richness and
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detail to the content that far outweiglis paper and pencil instruments.
Gestalt theorists stress the value of spontaneous contact.
Descriptiveness
.
Fifthly, the phenomenological investigator can
provide descriptive data which lends to inductive generalizations about
human functioning in everyday life, in the same way as did the obser-
vation of Freud, Skinner and Harlow. The construction of new theories
are based on these types of generalizations. Prediction and control are
later adjuncts to this process. Thus, the investigator helps the em-
pirical researcher sharper his/her researcli objectives, refine variables,
and hypotheses by descriptive data contributions (Gage, 1963). This de-
scriptiveness, in gestalt terms, is a researcher's tool to detail his/
her own process, the first step in behavior change. It is valuable for
the researcher as well as the subject because even the subject gets
something out of the interview- -insights, human contact, and the chance
to talk about him/her self.
Tne humanistic evaluation because of its adaptability, interact-
ability, diversity, spontaneity, and descriptiveness provide a means to
generate questions, and it is parallel to the goals of gestalt therapy.
In summary, this chapter has described the general purpose and
design, and more specifically, the hypotheses, collection of the data,
and the analysis of the data. This chapter forms a foundation
for the
succeeding chapters which describe results and the analysis of
the
data.
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CHAPTER IV
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Introduction
This chapter presents the results of the study and the data is
presented both descriptively and statistically. A discussion of the
implications of the study appears in Chapter V.
The data presented in tills chapter was derived from the scores
on the seven scales of the Gestalt Continuum.
Description of the Responses
The descriptive data is presented here to give meaning to the
statistics which follow, and to point out and illustrate the kinds of
responses the raters placed on the four levels. As the reader re-
calls, the raters wrote down the kinds of verbal descriptions that fell
into the different categories and defined how those categories operated.
An example that will illustrate how the raters were instructed to
differentiate between the levels follows.
The raters decided that the following was a level four response
in integration:
"...I felt that I didn’t have enough to say.
I felt there was something lacking in me. So I felt
kind of guilty about that. On the other hand, there
wasn't much I wanted to say. I decided to say nothing.
Whereas the raters decided that this following example
was a
level one response in integration:
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"Well, I went through all the things Bill said and
did that made me angry. A lot of tilings. I thought about
ways to tell him, and I thought about his reaction, and
didn't tell him. I made things easy and nice and good."
The two examples illustrate the difference between the levels.
A level four response indicated that the person recognized a conflict,
owning the parts. The person dialogues between the parts and expresses
what s/he wants while slowly seeking to reach a synthesis between the
conflicting emotions. The raters were instructed that a level one
response indicated that the person did not deal with the conflict:
and even when the conflict was identified, the person resolved it by
avoiding it for the time being.
The excerpts that follow were taken from the actual interviews
and are presented here to add meaning to the statistical data.
Awareness Scale Level 1 : "I just spent the day in terror. I
don’t know, ITve had just all day spent on fantasies that I've made
the wrong decision and that next time I see this person, I'll know
I made the wrong decision. It will be all wrong and I'll have to go
back to where I was."
"I imagined how she would get angry and I would not know what
she would do, so I didn’t do it."
Discussion: A level one response indicates that the individual
is living uTtKe world filled with past fantasies, regrets,
and appre-
hensions, or future worries. This fear colors how the person
responds
in the present. The second response indicates that the
person is
avoiding his/her feelings by wondering or imagining what the
other
person would do, thereby blocking him/her self from taking
action.
Level 2: "I decided not to decide,
it. I played it out in my head... I felt
nutty and spaced out in front of her.'
I decided not to deal with
resentful. I made myself
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"My mind said one thing and my body said another. I know I
should go, but I want to not go."
Discussion : A level two response indicated that the individual
was making a distinction between his/her thoughts and feelings,
and rules and real wants. Most often this response indicated that
the person thought things out and avoided feelings.
Level 3 : "How did I feel? I felt bad. I felt immobilized.
I felt very angry. I felt like I was lost, ungrounded. I didn't
know who I was. I felt incredibly stuck... so I just sat and felt."
"I'm generally a big avoider of unpleasant situations. . .1 just
felt so angry about the whole thing and sort of overwhelmed by the
anger. I just would have to keep it in."
"I knew I had resentments. I knew I couldn't deal with them,
I didn't deal with them or her reaction. I imagined she would get
angry and not know what to do... so instead of bringing it up
directly, I kept it in for two days. I was shitty and nasty to her."
Discussion : A level 3 response indicated a higher level of
awareness. Here the person can verbalize and recognize his/her
needs but frequently does not act or assert these needs. However,
as indicated in the above examples the individuals are engaged
directly in the experience.
Level 4: "How did I feel? I felt completely out of my mind. I
felt an enormous amount of tension, fear, and pain."
"I was aware of how I felt at the time, the anger, but also being
able to be sensitive enough to where he was, not to just totally give
in to my anger and start blasting. I guess my ability to see him
where he was and not take it as a personal assault. . .which does nothing
for the issue of what I want to talk about."
"My friend was bummed out and telling me what was going on in
her, and I felt that I couldn't say enough to help her, that I really
didn't have anything to say to her about it, and it was very signifi-
cant. And that made me feel kind of sad...Then I thought to myself,
I don't have anything to say. So I won't say anything."
Discussion. A level 4 response indicated that the person is
very
aware and recognizes his/her feelings and can assert and act on
his/her
needs, even if these needs are assessed and resolved into
saying nothing.
The quality of a level 4 response is very different from a
level 1,
that the individual is engaged in the immediate experience.
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Integration level 1 : "Well, I went through all the things Bill
said and did that made me angry. A lot of things. I thought about
ways to tell him and I thought about his reaction, and didn't tell him.
I made things easy and nice and good."
Discussion : This level response indicates that the person does
not deal with a conflict, and once the conflict is identified, the
person easily resolves it by avoiding it.
Level 2 : "I had a fight. Should I stand up for my rights or
leave ... I thought I should get up and split and make her feel bad...
and what an asshole she is being."
Discussion : This level response indicates that the person re-
cognizes a conflict, but lie sees the conflict, in this example, out-
side of himself. He blames her and does not consider how he contri-
butes to the conflict.
Level 3: "It seemed to me that the situation would never change.
I tell him I'm angry, and he stays, as always, irresponsible."
"I am involved with a married man. I am unsatisfied seeing him
only two nights a week on his terms. I felt both sides: this is
stupid to be involved. You are not getting what you deserve or need,
fes, I answered myself, I'm getting some enjoyment. So I stayed with
the confusion and frustration, dam fixed there."
Discussion: A level 3 response indicated that the person re-
cognized a conflict but got stuck in one part. The first example,
the person indicated that this situation would remain that way forever.
The second interview, the person felt fixed in this behavior.
Integration level 4: "The general situation leading up to the
incident was that I had to decide whether or not I wanted to commit
myself to a relationship with one person or. . .continue to have a
relationship with various people and not get seriously involved with
anyone."
(A dialogue ensues between the competing parts to go ahead
with the relationship or stay with what she has. Finally she
makes
an internal commitment.)
"I said to myself go ahead... and you’ll get really hurt.
You' 11
yet to regret it, for I don’t know how long... It is not the
kind oi
thing that happens to you. It will fall through. . -It; s
ranch safer to
do what you have been doing, maybe not as satisfying in
some ways
but safe."
(and then the competing part)
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"I thought of my previous relationship with the other man. I was
getting involved with a man who said... look we are not going to get
involved, right? I’m not going to meet major needs of yours. I'm
going to be involved with other women, and we can be friends and fuck
and that is it. And I went along with it.”
(now the synthesis)
"At this point I decided to risk and gain some pleasure...
I
figured out what I want and got in touch with what I felt."
(another example of level 4)
"I felt a twing of guilt in not having anything to say to my
friend about her dilemma. I felt that I didn’t have enough to say.
I felt there was something lacking in me. So I felt kind of guilty
about that. On the other hand, there wasn't much I wanted to say.
I decided to say notiling."
Discussion: A level 4 response indicated that the person recog-
nized a conflict, the parts are owned, and the person dialogues between
the parts and expresses what s/he wants and slowly reaches a synthesis
between the conflicting emotions.
Maturation Leve1 1 : "I didn't know what to do, so I made him
help me. 1 *
-
Discussion: The level 1 response is indicated when the person
plays stupid, helpless and manipulates another, but is relatively
unaware of his/her behavior.
Level 2: "Instead of bringing up my dissatisfaction, I treated
her poorly for two days."
Discussion: The level 2 response is indicated when the person
recognizes his manipulations , but refuses to do anything about them
constructively.
Level 3: "I said to myself, should I put up with this or tell
him what' TThink. I felt quick to stand up for myself, but not sure
there was anything else, or any other way to be but that way.
Discussion: A level 3 response indicated that the person re-
cognized need, owns his/her dependency, but is not sure there are any
other alternatives
.
Level 4: "She was talking about needing money to go
to school
tliis fall.TTlt was her turn to say things and I listened,
not
my own stuff on what she was saying... I was glad I
could do it. I
like listening. I watched her and I felt pretty free,
I could do that...
I can hear other ways of doing tilings.
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Discussion : The level 4 response indicated that the person ex-
pressed autonomy and self-support. He gets his needs met and feels
centered, lias enough nurturing for himself, so that he can nurture
others by listening.
Responsibility Level 1 : "I didn’t plan anything, I just let
tilings happen to me."
"I just went along with what occurred. If I did vent my anger
I was being a fool because others would say it was a silly insigni-
ficant transaction."
Discussion : A level 1 response indicated that the person saw
him/her self in a passive stance and could not affect the environ-
ment.
Level 2 : "I was put through all this bullshit by him.”
"It scares me how I space out a job interview, and not talk about
myself in a positive way. I can’t help but keep blowing these inter-
views."
"I wasn't sure whether he would end up going where I wished he
would go or where I wanted to go. So I just waited to see and wish
without telling him any opinion."
Discussion: The person recognized unproductive behaviors at
level 2 response, but indicated no ways of changing the patterns.
Level 3: "I knew I was doing poorly in class, but I wasn't sure
how I could go about changing what was wrong. I hated my behavior."
Discussion: At level 3 the response indicated an individual who
expressed his/her contribution to the experience, but was unaware of
how to change unproductive behaviors, although he hated his existence.
Level 4: "I went through both sides and realizing the conse-
quences^ F chose not to leave or to get angry... I laid down beside
her."
Discussion: A level 4 response indicated that the person verbal-
ized how he was the creator of his own experiences and took an active
stance.
Authenticity Level 1: "I was angry... I didn t deal with the
hassle,
I didn’t tell her I was really angry, nor did I tell her that
I wanted
^
to leave. I just sort of started to talk to her about something else.
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(A woman was afraid to tell her mother of her homosexuality, and
she experiences such frustration at risking to tell her, she comes out
indirectly with sarcasm and protects mom.)
"So even if I tell her, it would be very difficult for her to
deal with it... She is very concerned with her image and uncomfortable
with her sexuality. So she couldn't deal with mine."
Discussion : A level 1 response indicates that the person does not
risk stating his/her opinion and hides behind confluent behavior.
On this level, the response indicated that the person expressed frus-
tration and unfulfillment in this state.
Level 2 : "I talked to my housemates and got support from them.
They were annoyed too. I talked to different friends about him. I
felt badly that I was put through all the trouble and I still feel
angry, but I don't know what else to do."
Discussion: A level 2 response indicates that the person did
not take a risk, often frustrates him/her self and does not know any
other way to be.
Level 3: "I tried to work it out half-heartedly. . .1 wasn’t really
into it because I was holding some resentment back because she was
really hurting."
"There was nobody there to help me. It was all her trouble
anyway."
Discussion: A level 3 response indicates that there is nowhere^
in the interview where the person states directly his/her feelings to
wards the other person. The person is unwilling to disclose his/her
emotions.
Level 4: "I am more direct. Before I would be unable to say it
to him. It was a strong confrontation. . .In the middle of it
I could
still think of myself and ask someone directly for what I
wanted.
Discussion: A level 4 response indicated that the person
ex-
presses directly what s/he wanted, took a risk, and made a
statement
and came on straight. The person was willing to disclose
his/her
emotions.
Self-regulation Level 1 : "I felt tight in my stomach
and shoulders.
1 was angry, but decided to ignore it, not say
anything.
Discussion: The person does not listen
t^body^ignals^and^ac-ts
in a constrained, impulsive or repressed way.
Here the person just
represses the signals.
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Level 2: "My feet hurt. I wanted to kick, but I just forgot about
it then, because what if I couldn't control it."
Discussion : A level 2 response indicates that the person is
afraid of his/her uncontrollable behavior, so does little to respond
to his/her needs.
Level 3 : "I was just so sore and sleepy, but I had so much work
to do that I huddled by the typewriter until I finished. By that
time I was in pain."
Discussion : A level 3 response indicates that the person listens
to body messages, but often delays or forgets to respond.
Level 4 : "I was angry. So I told him so. My stomach stopped
being in knots. I felt calmer."
"I wanted to put his arms around me. I felt affectionate. I
asked him right then. I felt so taken care of."
Discussion : A level 4 response indicated that the person was in
tune vrith his/her body messages, and the person stopped and acted on
these messages consistently.
Behavior Change Level 1 : "I want to be married, but I keep
hanging out with gay guys. Straight guys just won't look at me."
Discussion: A level 1 response indicates that the person ex-
periences an ideal state and a real state. S/he prevents him/her self
from reaching his/her goals and blames outside sources, rather than
seeing his/her unproductive behavior.
Level 2: "I go from one woman to the other. I want one intimate
relationship, but I can't understand what I am doing wrong.
Discussion: A level 2 response indicates that the person^sees
what s/he wants, but continues unproductive patterns, and has diffi-
culty gaining insight into behavior.
Level 3: "I know my marriage is okay, but I can't help feeling
that when oiie gets married they are supposed to live happily ever
after. That is not so for me."
Discussion: A level 3 response indicates that the person
re
cognizes the discrepancy between the idealized and the real
state
but still cannot let go of the idealized state.
Level 4- "A year ago, I would have been chasing after
her. Why
was slirig^. She would have been silent. We could have
fought.
I would have split for a couple of days. No I act
different y.
stayed and accepted her anger."
I
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"A year ago, I would have wanted my way to go through and really
wanted whatever it was that I wanted, and I might have been disappointed
if I couldn’t get my agenda first...Now I've learned some things she's
been thinking about and feeling."
"Last year I would have been passive or super cool and walked away.
...I value my perceptions and their accuracy now... and believe in
myself a little bit more."
"I tliink previously I would have never stopped feeling guilty about
the situation. I learned that nothing had happened when I didn't
have anything to say to her and that I ended up feeling good about it
and about the situation in spite of not being able to help her out."
"A year ago, I would have gone away feeling angry, or told my
friends or yelled at him. I fairly quickly and strongly told him
how I felt. I learned that I have a certain amount of control in
situations like that and its okay to say don't treat me like shit."
"I recognize that changes occur very slowly and I don't beat
myself anymore for not taking gigantic steps."
Discussion: A level 4 response indicated that the person
accepted where s/he was and stayed with the feeling. Accepting
him/her self and the situation was the key to behavior change.
In summary
,
the levels indicated by the raters added description
and meaning to the Gestalt Continuum. The meaning of this study is
further emphasized by the statistical data which follows.
Inter-rater Reliability
The inter-rater reliability was again checked on the
actual
interviews. Hie reliability was found to be .9 9 in the
gestalt
group initial interviews, .97 in the gestalt follow-up
interviews m
the follow-up, .87 in the control group in the
initial interview, and
.91 in the control group in the follow-up interview.
The mean of the
four scores resulted in an inter-rater
reliability of .97. The
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reliability had increased from
.80, a .17 increase on the actual
data ( Table 4, and in Appendix C)
.
TABLE 4
INTER- RATER RELIABILITY
Scales Gestalt
Initial
Gestalt
Follow-Up
Control
Initial
Control
Follow-Up
Mean .99 .97 .87 .91
Awareness .90 .80 .70 .90
Integration 1.00 1.00 .90 .90
Maturation 1 . 00 1.00 1.00 1.00
Responsib- qq
ility
1.00 .90 .90
Authenticityl . 00 1.00 1.00 .90
Self
Regulation 1.00 1.00 .80 .90
Behavior 1.00
Change
1.00 .80 .90
Hypothesis I
The first null hypothesis predicted that there was no significant
difference between subjects’ descriptions of behaviors on the Gestalt
Continuum between the gestalt group and the control group.
Mean scores for the two groups in hypothesis I are
given in
Appendix H. According to the Gestalt Continuum,
higher scores indi-
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cate higher levels of gestalt behaviors. The Gestalt Continuum
used in the study had a possible range from one to four. It should be
noted that each individual's total score is the sum of scores received
on the seven separate scales contained in the Gestalt Continuum.
The scores represent the mean of the two independent raters'
results rounded off to the nearest hundredth decimal.
The analysis of variance was performed on the data to establish
whether there was significant difference between the mean of scores of
the two combined groups. The null hypothesis I was rejected be-
cause the level of significance was .01. This indicates that the
differences found between these groups after one year of treatment
are beyond chance expectation.
The gestalt group showed a higher (healthier) range of scores
than the control group. Table 5 summarizes the calculations of the
three sources of variance.
TABLE 5
SUM4ARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HYPOTHESIS I
GESTALT GROUP AND CONTROL GROUP
Source of Variance SS df MS F Level of
Significance
Between groups 1020.10 1 1020.10 56.67 Q1
Within groups 684.00 38 18.00
Total 1704.10 39
Figure 2 and Figure 3 exhibit the distribution and mean scores
for this study.
Figure 2 shows a clustering of the gestalt group scores at the
initial interview and 3 months later in a higher range than the control
group. This suggests that the gestalt group may have already achieved
their greatest learning in treatment over the year and the additional
three months made little difference. Also, figure 2 shows that the
control group made gains at the same rate as the gestalt over the three
month period without any therapy.
Figure 3 shows that the mean scores for each of the scales tends
to cluster in the same areas. This seems to suggest that instead of
measuring the 7 dimensions, this investigation may in fact be measuring
unknown variables
.
The null hypothesis I was rejected, and the analysis of variance
was performed on the following hypotheses.
Hypothesis II
The second null hypothesis predicted that there was no significant
difference between subjects’ descriptions of behaviors of the gestalt
group at the initial interview and a follow-up interview three
months
later.
An analysis of variance was performed on the data to
establish
whether there was significant difference in the mean scores
of the two
The null hypothesis II was not rejected.groups
.
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Figure 2. Distribution of 40 scores from gestalt and control groups
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.
Figure
3.
Mean
scores
on
the
7
scales
of
the
Gestalt
Continuum.
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TABLE 6
SIM4ARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HYPOTHESIS II
GESTALT GROUP AT INITIAL INTERVIEW AND FOLLOW-UP
INTERVIEW 3 MONTHS LATER
Source of Variance SS df MS F Level of
Significance
Between groups 1.22 1 1.22 .0489 n.s.
Within groups 448.48 18 24.92
Total 449.70 19
Table 6 summarizes the calculations of the three sources of
variance.
The scores of the subjects three months later showed five out
of ten subjects rated higher, no subjects rated lower, and five subjects
remained the same. If there was any movement at all, it was toward a
higher score in both groups.
Hypothesis III
The third null hypothesis predicted that there was no significant
difference between subjects' descriptions of their behaviors on the
Gestalt Continuum between the control group at the initial interview
and a follow-up interview three months later.
An analysis of variance was performed on the data to establish
whether there was significant difference in the mean scores of
the
The null hypothesis III was not rejected.two groups.
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Table 7 summarizes the calculations of the three sources of var-
iance.
In analyzing the individual scores of the subjects, three out
of ten were higher, one rated lower, and six were rated the same.
This suggests that the control group changed within this three month
period at the same ratio as the gestalt group, in another words,
not at all.
TABLE 7
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HYPOTHESIS III
CONTROL GROUP AT INITIAL INTERVIEW
AND FOLLOW-UP 3 MONTHS LATER
Source of Variance SS df MS F Level of
Significance
Between groups 1.26 1 1.26 .0972 n.s
Within groups 233.04 18 12.95
Total 234.50 19
Hypothesis IV
Hie fourth null hypothesis predicted that there was no significant
difference between subjects' descriptions of behaviors on the Gestalt
Continuum between the control group and the gestalt group at the initial
interview.
An analysis of variance was performed on the data to establish
whether there was significant difference in the mean scores of
the two
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groups. The null hypothesis IV was rejected because the level of
significance was found to be .01.
Table 8 summarizes the calculations of the three sources of
variance
.
The F- ratio seems to indicate that at the time the gestalt group
was tested, one year later, they were significantly higher on the
variables measured by the Gestalt Continuum than the control group.
TABLE 8
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HYPOTHESIS IV
CONTROL AND GESTALT GROUP AT INITIAL INTERVIEW
Source of Variance SS df MS F Level of
Significance
Between groups 510. 1 510. 26.51 .01
Within groups 346.3 18 19.24
Total 856 . 5 19
Hypothesis V
The null hypothesis V predicted that there was no significant
difference between the subjects’ descriptions of their behaviors
on the Gestalt Continuum between the gestalt group and the control
group at the follow-up interview three months later.
An analysis of variance was performed on the data to establish
whether there was significant difference in the mean scores of
the
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two groups. The null hypothesis V was rejected because the level
of significance was .01. This indicates that the differences found
between these groups were beyond chance expectation.
Table 9 summarizes the calculations of the three sources of
variance
.
In analyzing the individual scores, five out of ten follow-up
interviews of subjects in the gestalt group showed an increase, while
three out of ten subjects in the control group showed an increase,
one subject showed a decrease. This seems to indicate that both the
control group and the gestalt group stayed the same.
TABLE 9
SUMMARY OF THE ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE OF HYPOTHESIS V
FOLLOW-UP INTERVIEW OF GESTALT AND CONTROL GROUP
Source of Variance SS df MS F Level of
Significance
Between groups 510.05 1 510.05 27.42 .01
Within groups 335.25 18 18.62
Total 845.30 19
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Discussion of the Results
The data associated with the first and fourth hypothesis clearly
suggested that members of the gestalt group had a higher frequency of
scores clustering around level four, than did the control group.
This suggested that the gestalt group had already achieved their growth
and were already functioning at a different level than the control
group at the time of the initial interview.
One would speculate that the critical period of change in
behavior had occurred within the gestalt group before the researcher
carried out her initial interview. How soon before the initial
interview had behavior change taken place? One may wonder exactly
when the critical phases of behavior change took place. Would
this be within the first weeks of therapy, the first few months of
therapy, or the first several months?
This leads the researcher to speculate as to the design of the
study and answer the question: what is the ideal design to test be-
havior change with this type of study. The answer lies in finding a
group of neophytes just entering gestalt therapy and a matched group
of people similarly motivated, but not undergoing a year of treatment.
Then the researcher could use a time-trend analysis, testing the
group at intervals of three months to see exactly when and how be-
havior change occurs with both groups. The group could be given a
Personal Orientation Inventory and data could be gathered by
using
the critical incident technique along with video tape.
The Gestalt
Continuum could be validated against the Personal Orientation
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Inventory and the video tape could pick up non-verbal clues missed
due to tape recorded interviews that had been typewritten. Finally,
this procedure needs to be continued for one and a half or two years at
three month intervals in order to answer the question posed by this study.
The data associated with the second hypothesis indicated that
members of the gestalt group did not show significant increase in
scores from the initial interview to the follow-up interview. This
data seemed to indicate that change had already taken place within the
gestalt group. Whatever gains were made during the gestalt treat-
ment were maintained for at least 3 months following the treatment
period.
The data associated with the third hypothesis indicated that
members of the control group did not show signficant increase in
scores from the initial interview to the follow-up interview. This
data seemed to indicate that according to the statistical data, there
was no change.
One may speculate why there are no differences in this
three month period for both groups. Each group is maintaining their
level of accumulated behavior change. For the gestalt group, they may
be integrating their therapeutic discoveries into their real life situ-
ations. For the control group, they may be synthesizing their life
experiences, which may also be therapeutic.
Why are the gestalt scores higher in frequency and dis-
tribution and maintained at a higher level over this three
month period?
It can be speculated that the gestalt group was initially
strongly
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motivated to enter therapy. Once in therapy, they were made acutely
aware of their behaviors, and so they began to watch their actions,
looking for change. They have the additional bonus of therapy with
life experiences. As seen in the control group, life experience
and maturation may be therapeutic in itself, but the motivation to
change is indeed a powerful catalyst . Scores indicated that the
control group were not so motivated.
It is interesting to note that these gains do not slacken off
in the three month period. Life experiences, maturation alone
are therapeutic, and therapy may just speed up the process of behavior
change. These findings seem to affirm the humanistic psychology notion
that individuals move toward their greatest potential and seek
health
innately.
It is also significant to mention that the Gestalt Continuum,
although not a standardized instrument at the time of this
study,
did differentiate in this three month period. The
scale seems to be
sensitive enough to clarify different levels-of- functioning
in the
seven dimensions.
However, a question posed by the results is why is
the mean
score only 1.8 which is far from 2, the middle
of the scale, and not
above 2. Why is the mean score for the
control group below 1, on
a four point scale. This researcher
speculates that the answer
lies in the instrument itself.
Although the instrument seems to
differentiate and show
gross differences in behaviors, it is
not presently perfected so that
show subtle numerical differences
in behaviors. The results
it can
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indicate that the Gestalt Continuum needs more refinement, as an
instrument to measure levels-of- functioning.
The data associated with the fifth hypothesis indicated a
significant difference between groups’ descriptions of their behaviors
on the Gestalt Continuum at the follow-up interview. This data seemed
to indicate that both the control group and the gestalt group main-
tained their initial level.
One may speculate how this change takes place and how it is main-
tained. Earlier, the researcher suggested that learning a new language
is the precursor to learning new ways of conceptualizing thoughts and
behaviors. For example, a client previously viev/ed experiences as hap-
pening to him
,
as if he were a passive object acted upon by life.
In gestalt therapy, the notion is planted that " he is the creator
of his own experiences," a relatively active approach to experiencing.
The client learns a new phrase to describe a new concept. Then the
client testsaltemative behaviors to see if he can create his own ex-
periences. Behavior change takes place when the client is more succes-
sful than unsuccessful in his continual experiments. Often however, he
might encounter a crisis or stressful situation where he may resort
to old behaviors, where he becomes passive and acted upon again.
However, now he has something he did not have before, a repertoire
of inner responses he might draw upon, a cache of new behaviors he
has tried in the therapy setting. He may use them now, even in the
hardest situation of all: a crisis. It is speculated that this is
how behavior is slowly changed over time, and from the results of this
study, one might conclude that from the onset of a new idea, and
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new language to the integration of behavior, indeed major changes in
behavior take a long time to effect.
In summary, findings reported in this chapter that are in
direct response to the major questions which this study was designed to
investigate:
1. The data associated with the first hypothesis clearly sug-
gested that members of the gestalt group had a higher frequency of
scores clustering around level four, than did the control group. This
suggested that the gestalt group had already achieved their growth
and were already functioning at a different level than the control group
at the time of the initial interview.
2. The data associated with the second hypothesis indicated
that members of the gestalt group did not show significant increase in
scores from the initial interview to the follow-up interview. This
data seemed to indicate that change had already taken place within
the gestalt group. Whatever gains were made during the gestalt treat-
ment were maintained for at least three months following the ticat-
ment period.
3. The data associated with the third hypothesis indicated that
members of the control group did not show significant increase in
scores from the initial interview to the follow-up interview. This
data seemed to indicate that according to the statistical
data, there
was no change.
4. The data associated with the fourth hypothesis
indicated, at
the initial interview, a significant difference
between the groups’
descriptions of behaviors on the Gestalt Continuum.
This indicated
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that the gestalt group had already changed behaviorally in the year of
treatment previous to the initial interview, as compared to the control
group.
5. The data associated with the fifth hypothesis indicated a
significant difference between groups' descriptions of their behaviors
on the Gestalt Continuum at the follow-up interview. This data seemed
to indicate that both the control group and the gestalt group main-
tained their initial level.
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CHAPTER V
SUNMAR*, LIMITATIONS, IMPLICATIONS
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
Tiie purpose of this study was to determine whether or not clients
who had experienced a year of gestalt therapy could identify changes
in their behavior that were consistent with the goals of gestalt
therapy.
In order to accomplish the purpose of assessing behavioral change,
a sample was interviewed and reports were analyzed on the basis of
the diagnostic instrument developed by the author called the Gestalt
Continuum.
Although literature (Peris, 1951, Harman, 1974, and Polster and
Polster, 1973) clearly defines the goals of gestalt therapy, it was
less clear how these goals translated themselves into behavior. With
this in mind, the researcher devised an instrument that analyzed
the
gestalt goals on a hierarchy with a range from one to level four.
Tne instrument used to measure the subjects’ responses in terms
of behavior change was the Gestalt Continuum. Two trained,
reliable
raters independently evaluated the raw data using the
continuum. The
scores from the two raters were averaged, thus
providing a total score
for each subject. Tne data for the gestalt group and
control group
evaluated statistically for each of the five
hypotheses described in
Chapter III.
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Summary of the Results
The final rater reliability was established at .85, which showed
a high degree of agreement between the two raters.
The analysis of variance was used to test hypothesis I. This
determined whether there was a significant difference on the Gestalt
Continuum between the gestalt group and the matched control group
in behavior change. The level of significance was established at
.01, the analysis of variance was used to test hypothesis II, III, IV,
and V. Null hypothesis II and III were accepted, while null hypo-
thesis IV and V were rejected.
Tiie results showed that: (1) the gestalt group was operating at
a different level of reported behavior change than the control group
at both the initial interview and the follow-up interview. The gestalt
group averaged a higher level, frequency, and distribution of scores
than did the matched control group. (2) Both groups experienced no
statistically significant increase in reported behavior change during
the three month period that elapsed between the initial interview
and
the follow-up interview. (3) The gestalt group and the
control group
maintained their levels of behavior change over the three
month period.
This suggested that: (1) the gestalt group began
and ended the
study with higher scores than the control group. (2)
Both groups
showed no change over the three month period, even
though the gestalt
group was continuing therapy. Also, the gestalt
group may have
tained their maximum level by the time of the
initial interview, an
after that the effects of treatment might
have levelled off.
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Limitations of the Study
This section presents limitations to the meaning of the results
of the study. Chapter I contained a section on the limitations of
the study. This section is a follow-up to that. The difference
between the two discussions, however, is that the first discussion
commented on the anticipated limitations which could occur as a re-
sult of the design of the study. The comments here are based on the
actual experience of performing the investigation.
The dependence on one non-standardized instrument may be a basic
limitation of the study. Although an exploratory study was done to
perfect the Gestalt Continuum, the reader is reminded that the scores
represent data from one single instrument. Hie theoretical framework
of Peris and others has been widely, but not universally accepted.
Further, errors of interpretation in the use of this instrument
could have influenced the results, liven though selection and training
of the raters was an important facet of the study, any misuse of the
instrument and rating scale could affect the results.
Another limitation is suggested by the nature of the sample.
It is difficult to generalize the finding? to the population as
a whole
because of the small number of subjects. Hie subjects themselves
were a matched sample and represented a university
population. Ihe
findings could not be generalized to a greater population
with varied
ages, experiences, and backgrounds.
The research did not test whether an increase in
behavior change
reported verbally produced an increase of the
observable behaviors
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outside of the reported interview as experienced by significant others.
This study was limited by not testing the groups prior to treat-
ment, although matelling was done to assure that the groups were
equivalent prior to treatment. This study only looked at three
month period of time and did not investigate whether this trend con-
tinued to increase over time in both groups, or whether gains made
in therapy leveled off over time.
Wnile an attempt was made to give the critical incident technique
consistently, it was administered in different settings, at different
times and with subjects under different stressful life situations.
These were not controllable.
The gestalt group was already in therapy at the beginning of this
study with one therapist. It is difficult to assess the effects and
methods of the therapist in relation to the study or the starting point
and gains made by the gestalt group prior to the initial interview.
In analyzing reported behaviors on the basis of typed protocols,
it is difficult to recreate dramatic postures, non-verbal clues, and
nuances made by the interviewee. This limited the full effect of
rating the interview that may otherwise have been obtained through
the use of video tape.
All these limitations could, perhaps, have been made
somewhat
less significant by additional follow-up and research
efforts. They
do not suggest, however, that attention should not
be given to the
implications of tins study, nor should they prevent
investigators from
immediately beginning to develop further research
and teaching of
gestalt education.
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Implications of the Study
Some suggestions can be made concerning furhter investigations
implied by the results of the study.
If the gestalt experience is indeed responsible for change in
the gestalt group, before they begin training, a time- trend study can
be repeated with similar populations from other environments outside
the university community and enable generalizations to be drawn. This
time- trend study might be done at three month intervals to determine
the critical period of reported behavior change in the gestalt group.
If indeed, behavior does show greatest change at, for example, six
months of therapy and then levels off, it would seem that the client
has reaped the maximum benefit of the therapy at that point, and could
then terminate therapy as there would be few subsequent gains. Such a
study could find out just where are the critical points in gestalt
therapy at which growth and integration of learning occurs.
In looking at the mean scores and clustering of the variables,
it seems that the dimensions of the seven scales overlap. Perhaps
there are only one or two variables that seem to contain all the others.
A study using factor analysis could better handle the data to find
out
which variables cluster together and to account for the variance.
The same study can be used with a larger population and several
different therapists to discover whether the therapist him/her
self
nas an effect on the outcome.
In terms of the instrument itself, the Gestalt
Continuum, a
study can be done using the Personal Orientation
Inventory (Shostrum,
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1966) to determine the validity and reliability of the Gestalt Con-
tinuum in relation to a standardized test.
The investigation can be utilized as a learning tool for people on
all levels of the organization to discover how each individual
perceives him/her self and how others perceive them. The implications
of the results of such a study may use as its focus each person's
leadership style and its effectiveness.
The gestalt group and the control group maintained their behavior
change level over a three month period.
The individuals in the gestalt group may have been more aware to
begin with, and place value in personal growth, as they initially as a
population came into therapy. Once into therapy, their level- of
-
functioning with themselves and their environment was at a higher level
than the control group. One may speculate that the gestalt experience
made it possible for those changes to take place. Gains may have been
made after a short period of time before the initial interview with
the gestalt group. It is not within the scope of this study to know
this.
Although no link can be established between this gestalt group
and other groups, further research is needed before generalizations
can be confidently made about the levels -of- functioning and behavior
change as a result of therapy. A study with subjects in therapy
groups before and after therapy would be helpful in establishing
this connection, using time-trend analysis studies to see just
where gestalt behavior change takes place and the time it
takes
the subject to integrate this learning.
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Since the study suggests that therapy does raise and maintain the
subjects' behavior change, it points to a clear need for controlling
studies to see if, indeed, therapy is accountable for the difference.
If so, a program of teaching gestalt skills could be beneficial when
incorporated into in-service and teacher training programs whose goals
were similar to gestalt group goals. These programs in gestalt could
provide theory and experience. Participants could measure their pro-
gress on the Gestalt Continuum. This could help teachers who want
skills in gestalt education.
The use of the Gestalt Continuum to evaluate the behaviors of
students in schools, teachers in teacher education programs, and clients
in clinics in terms of their reported observable behaviors upon
entering the setting, and at subsequent specified intervals can be
an important diagnostic and assessment tool in self- therapy.
Training individuals to be their own therapists and to assess
their behavior is an important implication of this stddy. All of the
ten people in the gestalt group saw themselves in the process of
change and growth. They tended to trust their perceptions, behavior
and feelings. The control group saw themselves in a fixed and
rigid
stance. They saw themselves predominantly as a characterization
of
themselves, with fixed expectations of themselves and others,
and with
few alternatives. In answering questions 9 and 10:
How was your behavior
different than your previous behavior a year ago in a
similar situation,
all the gestalt group responded that an affirmative
behavior change
had occurred, while three fourths of the control
group responded, "It
was not any different, fhis is the kind of pel
son 1 am.
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Based on the content of the responses, the gestalt group can be
characterized by their change orientation toward their environment
and their initial self and growing awareness while the control group
may be characterized by their fixed perceptions of themselves.
In our rapidly changing world, where upheaval and economic in-
security threaten everyone, the ability to remain resilent, flexible,
and available to change is important in order to adjust to new con-
ditions. An implication of this study is the use of therapy to pro-
vide skills in a change-oriented world. Gestalt education seems to
provide this orientation.
A further implication was seen when the first group of raters
did not know whether they were rating male or female responses. They
tended to attribute assertive aggressive behaviors to the males, and
pliable, submissive behaviors to female interviews. This verifies
the findings of Broveiman et. al. (1970) on sex-role stereotyping.
Hie Gestalt Continuum seems to cut across sex-role stereotyping
because it recognizes assertive self-affirming behaviors regardless of
sex. This instrument once perfected and standardized may be a
useful
one in assertiveness training groups.
Finally, the control group tended to talk about their
experiences
more abstractly and with less self- disclosure than the
gestalt group,
who seemed open and more willing to discuss their
experiences. An
implication is seen in giving people skills using
gestalt in disclosing
and assertive behaviors.
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In the final analysis, schools and clinics should incorporate a
strong in-service program to affect the level of behavior change among
students and patients that they can individually assess by self-
therapy on the Gestalt Continuum.
In summary, further research is warranted based on the urgent
need for similar studies to be done in gestalt in order to record
behavior change in psychotherapy and education.
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CHAPTER VI
PUBLICATION
AN ANALYSIS OF BEHAVIOR CHANGE IN GESTALT CLIENTS AND NON-CLIENTS IN
TERMS OF THE GOALS OF GESTALT THERAPY
Abstract
There have been many new therapies since the beginning of the Human
Potential Movement in 1954. Peterson (1973) has listed one hundred
new therapeutic methods for healing. One of these has been gestalt
therapy. The increasing interest in this form of therapy has stimu-
lated approximately 225 publications (Kogan, 1972) , and 15 gestalt
training institutes have sprung up since 1969 (Fagan, 1974) . In 1951
the founder of the gestalt movement, Frederick Peris, in his first
publication, Gestalt Therapy: Excitement and Growth in the Human Per-
sonality, met with small numbers of interested people. Now in the
1970's there is an emerging and rapidly growing client population who
have experienced intensive gestalt therapy in groups or as individuals.
The increase in people who are "graduates" of gestalt groups and
individual gestalt therapy, and the popularization of literature on
gestalt therapy and practice, arouse one's curiosity to investigate
the effectiveness of gestalt therapy on behavior change.
This work is part of the dissertation submitted by Peller
Marion
for the Ed.D. degree under the direction of Dr. Donald K.
Carew at
the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. It represents
an attemp
to present a publishable article as an outcome of the
research pro-
ject.
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To this date, little research has been undertaken on the effect-
iveness of gestalt therapy on behavior change
,
or the movement
towards greater awareness, integration, maturation, responsibility,
self- regulation, and authenticity on surface and deeper levels in
the personality. Behavior change and its concommitant function, self-
acceptance, is the goal of every system of therapy (Simkin, 1970).
The importance of behavior change is that acceptance of
what is, rather than what should be, helps creative and productive
adjustment and stops frustration. To change what one can change and
accept what one cannot change is the end goal of therapy and a life-
long process.
Few behavioral, self-report, or longitudinal studies have been
done. The emphasis, instead
,
has been on the techniques, theory and
practice of gestalt. There have been no tools for the diagnosis and
evaluation of clients entering gestalt therapy or ways to measure
their progress at critical intervals.
This critical question needs to be answered: is it possible to
define the goals of gestalt therapy in a way which is clear and des-
criptive, and measurable and which can be assessed through verbal
reports of behavior change? In other words, can the verbal reports of
behavior, which are indicative of change within the individual related
to the seven goals of gestalt be rated reliably.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether or not clients
who have experienced a year of gestalt therapy can identify cnanges in
their behavior which are consistent with the goals of gestalt therapy.
A secondary purpose was to develop a model which will define and
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clarify goals in behavioral terms.
The goals of gestalt therapy espoused by Polster and Polster
(1973), Peris (1969), and Harman (1974) ore awareness, integration,
maturation, responsibility, authenticity, self-regulation and be-
havior change.
Since gestalt is new in the humanistic psychology field, there
is a need to differentiate and clarify observable behaviors in gestalt
terms. These terms have been previously referred to as goals, but
they have not been clearly described behavioral ly in gestalt literature.
In order to expand the definitions taken from the theorists,
this researcher has taken descriptions from the literature from
Peris (1969), Harman(1974) , Simkin (1970), Polster and Polster (1973),
and Naranjo (1972) and devised a hierarchy of levels of the seven
dimensions of gestalt awareness, integration, maturation, responsibility,
authenticity, self- regulation, and behavior change. This hierarchy
was developed to cause raters of this study to have some gauge to
measure the healthiness or unhealthiness of a subject’s responses.
Based on a scale from one to four, this paradigm of gestalt was
designed to measure the range from unhealthy to healthy respectively.
The Construction and Rationale
of the Gestalt Continuum
The underlying assumption used in developing the Gestalt
Con-
tinuum is that a person's verbal reports are accurate
reflections of
his/her perceptions of their process and overt behaviors.
For example,
awareness is defined as recognizing what one is thinking,
doing, feel-
ing
,
and planning moment to moment (Harman , 1974). If
a person lives
Ill
completely in the past, his/her experiences and language will
be colored by this filter, and his/her behavior will reflect the past
orientation. A client may use the past tense frequently, go off into
recalling memories of past experiences, and the client's eyes and body
may show an inward reflecting gaze and posture. A11 this may be evidence
to the therapist that the client is not experiencing the present
moment
.
This assumption leads the researcher to devise a continuum
that looks at behaviors which are valued in gestalt. Based on these
assumptions one can evaluate and obtain an individual's perception of
his/her process by asking about overt behaviors and codifying verb-
alizations.
Gestalt, similar to other systems of therapy, does value some
behaviors as healthier than others. These behaviors are not to
be confused with the final outcome of adjustment in therapy. The
ultimate goal of gestalt is awareness, not adjustment to societal
norms (Peris, 1973).. How a person moves toward these goals, and his/her
process in achieving awareness becomes idiosyncratic to that in-
dividual . Thus, a continuum or a criteria of improvement seems
relevant, as long as it is not used as a test for adjustment.
Awareness as well as the seven goals in gestalt are viewed as
stages
in an ongoing process, not just as a singular, momentary test for
sickness or health.
Table 2 outlines the goals of gestalt therapy, there
are
seven goal areas that theorists have agreed upon
(Beisser, 1970); Hannan
1974; Peris, 1951; Polster and Polster, 1973),
and these have been
expanded into definitions, functional definitions,
the role of the
thnrani st . ocstalt experiments , and outcomes.
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An example from table 2 will serve to show the operation of
the chart. The function of Frame I Number I is to operationalize the
goal of awareness. The definition has been given in Frame I as a
"state of consciousness that develops spontaneously when an organism is
attending to present emerging foreground (a need) so the organism can
utilize all of its potential (Peris, 1969)." The definition is
further stated in Frame II in functional terms: " awareness is being able
to state what s/he is doing, planning, feeling, and thinking (Harman,
1974)." Next in Frame III, the role of the therapist is seen in
relationship to how he facilitates the goal of awareness. In this
case s/he shows how the client prevents him/her self from changing be-
ahviors the client wishes to change, and the therapist helps the
client recognize how s/he blocks and avoids awareness (Naranjo, 1971).
In Frame IV, experiments are listed as ways to reveal to the client some-
thing about his/her existence as a person. One such experiment is the
use of the awareness continuum. The client uses this as a frame of
reference for getting back to him/her self. The client asks himself,
"How am I feeling, what am I feeling, where am I feeling it?" The
experiments are designed to keep the client in the present time. In
Frame V, the outcomes of awareness are listed. The client establishes
conditions of awareness of self and world and behaves in the present
time.
While Table 2 determines the goals of gestalt therapy, Table 3
specifies how these goals are translated into criteria of improvement
using behaviors. Table 3 will represent the model to be used
in
analysing and scoring the critical incident technique called
the
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Gestalt Continuum.
An example of the criteria for improvement in terms of behavior
will be followed through in Table 3. The goals of gestalt are numbered
1 to 4 down the left hand side of the chart. Behaviors run along
the continuum.
Table 3 is a continuum of behaviors based on the goals of gestalt.
The goal of awareness, for example is seen in Table 3 level 1, and
may be followed along the continuum from ineffective behaviors or the
blocking of energy to effective behaviors or the flow of energy. The
total blocking of energy plotted on the extreme end of the continuum
would be seen as the lack of awareness or level 1. The individual
does not stay in the present time and instead lives out fantasies,
apprehensions, and fears. In the middle of the continuum is the impasse
or the place where the individual senses that s/he is not getting
what s/he needs, but is in conflict and is immobilized and knows no
other ways of behaving. A high degree of awareness, or the flow of
energy and effective behavior is a point on the extremity of the continuum
or level 4. The individual makes statement that indicate s/he is
living in the present moment and by indicating through behavior or
words his/her ability to do, plan, and think in present time.
Each goal of gestalt therapy is indicated by levels 1 through
4 in Table 3. Each behavior is plotted on the continuum from blocking
energy to the flow of energy in Table 3.
The key concepts of this study are outlined in Table 2, by
determining the goals of gestalt therapy and by Table 3, by
specifying how these goals are translated into criteria of improve-
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ment using behaviors. Table 3 will later be used as a model in
analyzing behaviors and coding and scoring the data.
INSERT TABLE 2 AND 3
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Given that there were individuals who had been in gestalt therapy
for one year and individuals who had never participated in any system
of therapy, it was predicted that the population of clients in gestalt
would exhibit behavior changes. These changes would be toward more
awareness, integration, maturation, responsibility, authenticity,
self- regulation, and behavior change, in comparision to the
control group.
In order to test this prediction, the following null hypotheses
were stated. The rejection level for each hypothesis was at the .01
level of significance.
(1) There is no significant difference between subjects'
description of behaviors between the gestalt group and the control
group. If signifeant differences are found, then the other hypo-
theses will be tested.
(2) There is no significant difference between subjects'
description of behaviors between the gestalt group at the initial
interview and a follow-up interview.
(3) There is no significant difference between subjects'
description of behaviors between the control group at the ini tial
interview and a follow-up interview.
(4) There is no significant difference between
subjects'
description of their behaviors between the gestalt group and the
control group at the initial interview.
(5) There is no signficant difference
between subjects
descriptions of their behaviors between the gestalt group
and the
control group at the follow-up interview.
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Methodology
In order to accomplish the task of assessing behavioral change,
a sample population was interviewed and subsequent reports were anal-
yzed on the basis of the diagnostic instrument developed by the
author.
In order to investigate behavior change in gestalt t^apy, a
sample population of twenty people was employed for this study.
These were graduate students of similar age
,
education, and were matri-
culating at University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Massachusetts.
The twenty students were divided into two groups of ten.
Ten students, five male and five female, had been in gestalt therapy
three hours a week for a year. The control group consisted of ten
students five male and five female, who had never been in any type of
therapy
.
The basic instrument of data collection was interviewing using
an adaptation of the critical incident technique described by Flanagan
(1954) . Flanagan’s critical incident technique was designed to inter-
view someone about his/her observations of what makes good job per-
formance. This adaptation of the critcal incident technique was de-
signed to evoke recall of an emotionally charged situation. The
interviewerwas seeking a conflict situation which conrresponded to
the classic gestalt ’'impasse" situation, a place where the client,
under the influence of a specific emotional conflict situation,
is
completely immobilized. The subject would talk about his/her be-
haviors during that period.
The control group and the gestalt group were interviewed
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similarly. Both wore initially interviewed using the critical
incident technique, and both were reinterviewed three months later
again using the critcal incident teclinique.
The interviews were taped, collected, and transcribed in a
two hundred page collection manual. Two raters then read the inter-
views and analysed the data. Rater reliability was established by an
Inter- rater reliability test where the number of agreements between
the two raters (And B) was found by taking twice the total number of
decisions by rater A added to the total number of decisions by rater
B.
Insert Critical Incident Technique Questions
The Gestalt Continuum (Marion
,
1975) was used to
evaluate the responses of each interview on a scale from one to
four for each of the seven dimensions established.
The data from the initial interviews of the gestalt and control
group were analyzed by the use of the Analysis of Variance (Ary,
Jacobs, and Razavich, 1972) as were the subsequent follow-up interviews.
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Results and Discussion
The descriptive data is presented here to give meaning to the
statistics which follow, and to point out and illustrate the kinds of
responses the raters placed on the four levels. As the reader re-
calls, the raters wrote down the kinds of verbal descriptions that
fell into the different categories and defined how those categories
operated
An example that will illustrate how the raters were instructed
to differentiate between the levels follows.
The raters decided that the following was a level four response
in integration:
"...I felt that I didn’t have enough to say.
I felt there was something lacking in me. So I
felt kind of guilty about that. On the other hand,
there wasn’t much that I wanted to say. I decided
to say nothing.”
Whereas the raters decided that this following example was a
level one response in integration:
"Well, I went through all the things Bill said and
did that made me angry. A lot of things. I thought
about ways to tell him, and I thought about his reaction,
and didn't tell him. I made things easy and nice and
good.”
The two examples illustrate the difference between the levels .
A level four response indicated that the person recognized a conflict,
owning the parts. The person dialogues between the parts and ex-
presses what s/he wants while slowly seeking to reach a synthesis
between the conflicting emotions. The raters were instructed
that a
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level one response indicated that the person did not deal with the
conflict: and even when the conflict was identified, the person
resolved it by avoiding it for the time being.
The excerpt from this awareness scale that follow were taken from
the actual interviews and are presented here to add meaning to the
statistical data.
Awareness Scale Level 1: " I just spent the day in terror. I
don't know
,
I've had all day spent on fantasies that I've made
the wrong decision and that next time I see this person, I'll know
I made the wrong decision. It will be all wrong and I'll have to go
back to where I was."
"I imagined how she would get angry and I would not know what she
would do, I didn't do it."
Discussion: A level one response indicates that the individual
is living in the world filled with past fantasies, regrets, and appre-
hensions, or future worries. This fear colors how the person responds
in the present. The second response indicates that the person is
avoiding his/her feelings by wondering or imagining what the other
person would do, thereby blocking him/her self from taking action.
Level 2: "I decided not to decide. I decided not to deal
with it. I played it out in my head... I felt resentful. I made myself
nutty and spaced out in front of her."
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"I thought of my previous relationship with the other man. I was
getting involved with a man who said... look we are not going to get
involved, right? I'm not going to meet major needs of yours. I'm
going to be involved with other women, and we can be friends and fuck
and that is it. And I went along with it."
(now the synthesis)
"At this point I decided to risk and gain some pleasure...
I
figured out what I want and got in touch with what I felt."
(another example of level 4)
"I felt a twing of guilt in not having anything to say to my
friend about her dilemma. I felt that I didn't have enough to say.
I felt there was something lacking in me. So I felt kind of guilty
about that. On the other hand, there wasn't much I wanted to say.
I decided to say notiling."
Discussion: A level 4 response indicated that the person recog-
nized a conflict, the parts are owned, and the person dialogues between
the parts and expresses what s/he wants and slowly reaches a synthesis
between the conflicting emotions.
Maturation Level 1 : "I didn't know what to do, so I made him
help me."
”
Discussion: The level 1 response is indicated when the person
plays stupid, helpless and manipulates another, but is relatively
unaware of his/her behavior.
Level 2: "Instead of bringing up my dissatisfaction, I
treated
her poorly for two days."
Discussion: The level 2 response is indicated when the
person
recognizes ITiTTiianipulations , but refuses to do anything about them
constructively.
Level 3: "I said to myself, should I put up with
this or tell
him wEit'TThink. I felt quick to stand up for
myself but not sure
there was anything else, or any other way to be
but tha- way.
Discussion: A level 3 response indicated that the
person rc-
cogni7Ud^e1id7T>wns his/her dependency, but is not sure
there aie y
other alternatives.
invol 4* "She was talking about needing money to
go to school
this Trrnrrit was he? tun, Jsay things and I listened
not putting
my own stuff on what she was saying- . -I
was Ulad I could
•
^at „
like listening. 1 watched her and 1 iclt
pretty free,
1 can hear other ways of doing things.
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The analysis of variance was used to test hypothesis I. This
determined whether there was a significant difference on the Gestalt
Continuum between the gestalt group and the matched control group
in behavior change. The level of significance was established at
.01. The analysis of variance was used to test hypothesis II, III,
IV, and V. Null hypothesis II and III were accepted, while null
hypothesis IV and V were rejected.
The results showed that: (1) the gestalt group was operating
at a different level of reported behavior change than the control
group at the initial interview and the follow-up interview. The
gestalt group averaged a higher level, frequency, and distribution of
scores than did the matched control group. (2) Both groups ex-
perienced no statistically significant increase in reported behavior
change during the three month period that elapsed between the initial
interview and the follow-up interview. (3) The gestalt group
and the control group maintained their levels of behavior change over
a three month period.
This suggested that: (1) the gestalt group began and ended this
study with a higher score than did the control group. (2) Both groups
showed no difference in change over the three month period,
even though the gestalt group was continuing therapy. Also, the
gestalt group may have obtained their maximum level by the time of
the initial interview, and after that the effects of treatment
might
have leveled off.
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The major contribution was the investigation and invention of
the Gestalt Continuum which provides the therapist with a tool to
diagnose and evaluate the client who enters and continues in treat-
ment. With the Gestalt Continuum, the therapist will be able to ac-
quire a new theoretical framework in which to view his/her client,
and the clients level -of-functioning.
This instrument takes the mysticism out of gestalt theory
for the clinican who has been taught a traditional form of therapy.
The clinican can chart and estimate the clients level -of- functioning
easily with this tool.
This study points to a clear need for controlled studies to see
if, indeed, therapy is accountable for behavior change. If so,
a program of teaching gestalt skills could be beneficial when incorpor-
ated into in-service and teacher training programs whose goals are
similar to gestalt goals. These programs in gestalt could provide
theory and experience. Participants could measure their progress on
the Gestalt Continuum. This could help teachers who want skills in
gestalt education.
The use of the Gestalt Continuum to evaluate the behaviors
of students in schools, teachers in teacher education programs,
and
clients in clinics in terms of their reported observable
behaviors
upon entering the setting, and at three month intervals
can be an
important diagnostic and assessment tool in self- therapy.
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The data associated with the five hypotheses clearly sug-
gested that the memhers of the gestalt group had a higher frequency
of scores clustering around level four, than did the control group.
This suggested that the gestalt group had already achieved their growth
and were already functioning at a different level than the control
group at the time of the initial interview.
One would speculate that the critical period of change in
behavior had occurred within the gestalt group before the researcher
carried out her initial interview. How soon before the initial
interview had behavior change taken place? One may wonder exactly
when the critical phases of behavior change took place. Would
this be within the first weeks of therapy, the first few months of
therapy, or the first several months?
This leads the researcher to speculate as to the design of
the study and answer the question: what is the ideal design to
test behavior change with this type of study. The answer lies
in
finding a group of neophytes just entering gestalt therapy and a
matched group of people similarly motivated, but not undergoing
a
year of treatment. Then the researcher could use a
time- trend
analysis, testing the group at intervals of three months
to see
exactly when and how behavior change occurs with
both groups. The
group could be given a Personal Orientation
Inventory and data
could be gathered by using the critical incident
technique along with
video tape. The Gestalt Continuum could be
validated against the
Personal Orientation Inventory and the
video tape could pick up non
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verbal clues missed due to tape recorded interviews that had
been typewritten.
Finally, this procedure needs to be continued for one and a
half or two years at three month intervals in order to answer the
question posed by this study.
In summary, further research is needed to explore the dif-
ferences between those subjects in gestalt therapy and those
not in therapy. More studies need to be done in gestalt in order
to record behavior change in psychotherapy and education.
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APPENDIX A
The Interview Process
The interviewer read the focal question and waited for
the subject to indicate that they had some experience in mind
Then the subject was directed to answer the eleven succeeding
questions. The interviews were tape recorded and later trans
cribed for the raters.
The scores were confidential and a code was given each
interview, known only by the investigator. All scores were
referred to by the codes. The subjects were told the results
of their own scores would be available to them at a later
date
.
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Rationale for the Critical Incident
The researcher took the seven goals of gestalt and
their definitions: awareness, integration, maturation,
responsibility, authenticity, self-regulation, and behavior
change, and based the critical incident technique questions
on the impasse situation.
Gestalt is based on the assumption that people reach an
impasse, a stuck place periodically where they are immobil-
ized by competing parts, and this impasse has relevance for
all the goals of gestalt.
The aim of each of the questions used is to simply
generate data, and are not the basis of judgements, but
rated in terms of the seven dimensions.
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Critical Incident Technique Aim of Question : Impasse Situation
Think of the last time you were in a situation where you
felt conflict with someone and you felt pulled both ways.
(Pause until subject indicates such an incident has come
to mind.)
Did this conflict immobilize you in some way at some
point?
(If the answer is no, say)
I wonder if you can think of a time that you were in a
situation where you felt a lot of conflict and you did not
know how to resolve it, and you did not know what to do at
the time.
(When subject indicates such a situation, say)
1. What was the general situation leading up to this incident?
2. When did this incident happen?
3. What did you say to yourself, think or plan?
4. How did you feel?
5. Exactly what did you decide to do at the time?
6. Who or what helped you?
7. What is happening now as an aftermath of this incident?
8. Is this behavior different from previous behavior a year
ago in similar situations?
If so, how is it different from your previous behavior?
What, if anything, did you learn from this incident?10.
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Personal Data Sheet
Name
Address
Phone
School Attending
Level of Education M.A.
Ed . D
.
Have you ever participated in any form of
If so, when?
How long? hours weeks
Type of therapy? Psychoanalytic
Other
Ph.D.
Other
psychotherapy?
years
Gestalt
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Gestalt Continuum
l.o 2.0 3.0 4.0
Low degree of: Partial More fully High degree of:
Awareness Awareness
Integration Integration
Maturation Maturation
Responsibility Responsibility
Authenticity Authenticity
Self -Regulation Self -Regulation
Behavior Change Behavior Change
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Interview ft
Gestalt Continuum
Rater
Awareness
:
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
1.0 This is a response that does not communicate the goal
of awareness. The individual lives in fantasies,
apprehensions, fears as determined by his/her language.
The individual is not living in the present moment and
uses past experiences exclusively to determine his/her
present behavior.
The individual makes no personal reference statement
(e .g
. ,
I
,
me
,
mine)
.
2.0 A response that partially communicates the goal. If the
content is reflected accurately, but the process seems
inappropriate, or the converse, this may raise or lower
the score.
A response that more fully expresses the goal of aware-
ness. The content and process are more fully congruent.
4.0 A response that fully communicates the goal of awareness.
The individual makes here and now statements, and personal
references (I, my, me, etc.).
The individual does, thinks, plans in present time.
Score
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Gestalt Continuum
Interview #
Rater
2. Integration
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
1.0 A response that does not communicate the goal of inte-
gration. The individual experiences conflicts, intense
in nature, in different parts of him/her self.
The individual experiences 'shoulds' or 'should nots' in
constant conflict with 'wants.'
The past 'shoulds' and 'wants' become confused with pre-
sent and future 'shoulds' and 'wants' for the individual.
2.0 A response that partially communicates the goal. If the
content is reflected accurately, but the process seems
inappropriate, or the converse, this may raise or lower
the score.
3.0 A response that more fully expresses the goal of inte-
gration. The content and process are more fully congruent.
4.0 A response that fully communicates the goal of inte-
gration. The individual shows minimal conflicts over
'shoulds' or 'wants;' 'wants' and 'shoulds' are easily
identified and recognized. 'Shoulds' and 'wants' are seen
by the individual in the light of the present.
Score
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Interview #
Gestalt Continuum
3. Maturation
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
1.0 This is a response that does not communicate the goal
of maturation. The individual gets others to do things
for him/her and shows a high degree of dependency and
helplessness. (Passons, 1974) The individual avoids
being alone, asks for things indirectly, and avoids
recognizing feelings. The individual relies on environ-
mental support to control his/her behavior.
2.0 A response that partially communicates the goal of
maturation. If the content is reflected accurately, but
the process seems inappropriate, or the converse, this
may raise or lower the score.
3.0 A response that more fully expresses the goal of matur-
ation. Content and process are more fully congruent.
4.0 A response that fully communicates the goal of maturation.
The individual can do all he/she is capable of. The
individual can be alone for periods of time and enjoys
it. The individual can take environmental support, but
relies on self-support, and does not need much environ-
mental support.
Score
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Rater
4. Responsibility
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0
1.0 This is a response that does not communicate the goal
of responsibility. The individual is unaware of how
s/he is doing something, so s/he cannot accept the re-
sponsibility for it, or decide to change. The individual
sees a fixed way of dealing with the environment and
believes that s/he cannot change it.
2.0 A response that partially communicates the goal. If the
content is reflected accurately, but the process seems
inappropriate, or the converse, this may raise or lower
the score.
3.0 A response that more fully expresses the goal of re-
sponsibility. . Content and process are more fully
congruent
.
4.0 A response that fully communicates the goal of responsi-
bility. The individual is aware of what and how s/he
is doing something, accepts the responsibility for it,
then decides it is possible to change his/her behavior
if s/he wants to (Harmon, 1974). The individual sees
creative ways of dealing with situations and finds
Score
alternatives
.
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Rater
5. Authenticity
1-0 2.0 3.0 4.0
1.0 This is a response that does not communicate the goal
of authenticity. The individual plays games, manipu-
lates, blames, and criticizes him/her self and others.
The individual cannot ask directly for what s/he wants,
and so s/he asks indirectly.
2.0 A response that partially communicates the goal of au-
thenticity. If the content is reflected accurately,
but the process seems inappropriate, or the converse,
this may raise or lower the score.
3.0 A response that more fully expresses the goal of au-
thenticity. The content and process are more fully
congruent
.
4.0 A response that fully communicates the goal of
authenticity. The individual asks directly for what
s/he wants and keeps game playing, manipulation, and
blaming at a minimum.
Score
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Interview #
Gestalt Continuum
Rater
6. Self-Regulat ion
1-0 2.0 3.0 4.0
1.0 This is a response that does not communicate the goal
of self-regulation. The individual treats his/her body
like a machine and behaves contained and suppressed.
The individual does not listen to his/her body signals
(e.g. headaches, anxiety, or tension).
2.0 A response that partially communicates the goal. If
the content is reflected accurately, but the process
seems inappropriate, or the converse, this may raise
or lower the score.
3.0 A response that more fully expresses the goal of
self -regulation . The content and process are more
fully congruent.
4.0 A response that fully communicates the goal of self-
regulation. The individual behaves alive, spontaneous,
and energetic. The individual listens to the emerging
needs of the organism and acts on those emotional,
sensory, and intellectual needs.
Score
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RATERS EVALUATIONS OF RESPONSES FOR INTER-RATER RELIABILITY
MEASUREMENT
Total Scores of Total Scores of
Interviews Rater A Rater B
(1) 28 28
(2) 25 25
(3) 26 26
(4) 24 21
(5) 27 27
(6) 20 20
(7) 22 22
(8) 10 10
(9) 23 23
(10) 17 17
(11) 18 18
(12) 19 19
(13) 21 23
(14) 9 9
(15)
.
16 16
(16) 13 12
(17) 15 15
(18) 11 11
(19) 14 14
(20) 12 13
Percentage of Agreement
or .80 = 80%
= 2 (Total # of Agreement)
(Total # of
decisions
by A)
(Total # of
+ decisions
by B)
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TOTAL SCORES OF TREATMENT AND CONTROL GROUP FROM RATERS A AND B
Gestalt Initial Interview Gestalt Interview 3 Months
Later
Person Rater A Rater B Person Rater A Rater B
1 26 26 1 27 27
2 25 25 2 25 25
3 27 27 3 28 28
4 22 22 4 22 22
5 28 28 5 28 28
6 27 27 6 27 26
7 14 14 7 15 16
8 22 22 8 23 23
9 15 16 9 16 16
10 18 18 10 18 18
% of agreement := 2 (Total # of
.80agreements)
(Total # (Total #
18
70
"
of decis- +
* ions by A)
of decis-
ions by B)
Control Initial Interview
Person Rater A Rater B
11 14 14
12 12 13
13 16 16
14 8 8
15 13 13
16 7 7
17 11 12
18 18 18
19 9 9
20 15 15
8x2 = 16
.80
Control Interview
Later
3 Months
Person Rater A Rater B
11 17 17
12 14 14
13 16 16
14 8 8
15 13 13
16 7 7
17 12 11
18 17 17
19 10 10
20 15 15
12
70 "
90
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MEASURES OBTAINED IN A TREATMENT AND A CONTROL GROUP ON A
GESTALT CONTINUUM
(Marion, 1975)
Gestalt Initial Interview Gestalt
X
2
Interview
Later
3 Months
X
2
2
26 676 27 729
25 625 25 625
27 729 28 784
22 484 22 484
28 784 28 784
27 729 27 729
14 196 15.5 240.25
22 484 23 529
15.5 240,25 16 256
18 324 18 324
22T75 5271.25 229.50 5484.25
X-, X? X, X?
1 1 2 2
=22.4 mean total X
2
=22.9 mean total
Control’ Initial Interview Control 3 Months Later
X
3
X
2
3
X
4
X
2
A
4
14 196 17 289
12 144 14 196
16 256 16 256
8 64 8 64
13 169 13 169
7 49 7 49
11.5 132.25 11.5 132.
18 324 17 289
9 81 10 100
15 225 15 225
123.5 1^0.25 128 .
5
17FS.
X
3
x
2
A
3
X
4
X
2
A
4
X, = 12.3 Mean total X.=12.8 Mean total
o 4
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Group
Total
Score
A B
4 4
4 4
3 3
3 3
4 4
4 4
2 2
4 4
3 4
3 3
4 4
3 3
4 4
4 4
4 4
4 4
2 2
4 4
2 2
4 4
Scale A
A B
Scale I
A B
1
2
Initial ?
Gestalt j
6
7
8
9
26 26
2S 25
27 27
22 22
28 28
27 21
14 14
22 22
15 18
10 18 18
Scale
Scale M Scale R AU
A B A B A
.
B
3
3
4
3
4
4
2
2
2
2
3
3
4
3
4
4
2
2
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
3
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
2
2
4
3
4
1
4
4
2
4
2
1
Scale Scale
S RC BC
A B A B
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
3 3 4 4
4 4 4 4
3 3 4 4
2 2 2 2
2 2 4 <
2 2 2 2
3 3 3 3
1 27 27 3 3 4 4 4 4
2 25 25 4 4 3 3 3 3
3 28 28 4 4 4 4 4 4
Follow-
5
22 22 4 4 4 4 2 2
28 28 4 4 4 4 4 4UP f.
Gestalt
7
27
15
26
16
4
3
3
4
4
2
4
2
4
2
4
2
8 23 23 4 4 4 4 2 2
9 16 26 2 3 2 2 2 2
10 18 18 3 3 2 2 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 3 3
4 4 4 4
2 2 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 3 3
2 2 2 2
3 3 4 4
2 2 2 2
2 2 11
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
2 2 4 4
4 4 4 4
4 4 4 4
2 2 2 2
2 2 4 4
3 3 3 3
3 3 3 3
11
1 ?
13
Initial
Control
17
18
19
20
14
12
16
8
13
7
11
18
9
15
14
13
16
8
13
7
12
18
9
15
2 2
2 2
3 3
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 2
3 2
1 1
2 2
2 2
2 2
2 2
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
4 4
1 1
2 Z
2 2
2 3
2 2
1 1
3 3
1 1
1 1
2 2
1 1
2 2
3 2
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
1 1
3 3
1 1
1 1
2 2
2 3
2 1
2 2
2 2
1 1
1 1
3 3
3 3
3 1
2
.2
2 2
1 2
2 2
1 1
2 2
1 1
1 1
3 3
1 3
2 2
• 11 17 17 3 3
12 14 14 22
Follow - 13 16 16 22h
14 8 g l x
rLt r«il $ 13 13 2 2Controi
l6 ? ? 1 j
17 13 11 22
18 17 17 11
19 10 10 22
20 IS 15 2 1
3 3
2 2
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S
s
6 Female
-I; Think of the last time you were in a situation where you
felt conflict with some significant other person and you
felt pulled both ways. Did this conflict immobilize you
in some way?
-S: Yes.
-I: It did. What was the general situation leading up to
this incident?
-S: I was having a lot of conflict with the way my boss is
running the whole program, lack of running and lack of
supervision that I'm getting, and I started off trying
to approach him about the whole thing and all I got was
a negative kind of response directed at me personally
as opposed to anything professionally.
-I: When did this incident happen?
-S: About two weeks ago.
-I: What did you say to yourself, think or
plan?
-S: I planned on approaching it in a
different fashion
and at the time I just turned around and walked
away
from the whole situation, feeling really
pissed off
and not getting angry at him, feeling
that this wasn t
the proper cime.
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-I: What did you think or plan?
-S: I planned on arranging an appointment the next time, so
we could sit down and talk very specifically. I called
to make the appointment. It was going to be things that
I needed or things that I was having difficulty with in
terms of the job. So that was all. I figured that if
I stated very specifically what I needed from him at
that point, in terms of setting the time of the meeting,
that there wouldn't be any way for him to come back at
me personally since I'd stated what was going to happen.
-I: How did you feel?
-S: At the time? When he started talking to me, I felt
really angry and at the same time very defensive and
realizing that it wasn't going to get me anywhere to
get angry at him at that moment or to get really de-
fensive because my feeling was he was looking for that
anyway
.
-I: Exactly what did you decide to do at the time?
-S: To call, to make an appointment, since my
office is
away from the main office, to call and set aside
time.
I told him that I needed an hour out of his
time, let's
say on a Monday, and we could sit down and
talk about
my branch, my needs, and that’s what we
did.
-I: Who or what helped you?
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Being aware of what I felt at the time, the anger, but
also being able to be sensitive enough to where he was,
not to just totally give in to my anger and start
blasting. I guess my ability to see him where he was
and not take it the way I would have at one point as a
personal assault and get all defensive about that which
does nothing for the issue I wanted to talk about.
What’s happening now as an aftermath of this incident?
We set up an appointment and we're going to sit down
and talk one day this week and I'm going to get it all
clear what is going to be happening when I leave the
program.
Is this behavior different from your previous behavior
a year ago in similar situations?
Yeah, a year ago I wouldn’t have allowed myself to feel
the anger at all. And I would have taken it totally
as my fault like I did something wrong. I
deserved his
anger, Yeah, it feels very comfortable.
If so, how is it different from your previous
behavior?
I wouldn’t have taken it, a year ago or a
little more
than that, I would have just fallen right into
the trap
that was set up or I feel it is a trap
and I’ve known
my boss for a long time. I would have
just, you know,
got suckered right in. I wouldn't
have been able to
see him at all and see that his anger
really, patt of
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his anger was directed at me and part of it I feel was
a defense. And I never would have allowed myself to
feel angry at him, even though I didn't express it this
time I was allowed to feel it.
I: What, if anything, did you learn from this incident?
S: I think I learned finally how to get what I need from
my boss. It's taken three years.
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ABSTRACT
There have been many new therapies since the beginning of the
Human Potential Movement in 1954. One of these has been gestalt
therapy. The increase in people who are "graduates” of gestalt groups
and individual therapy, and the popularization of literature on gestalt
therapy and practice, arouse one's curiosity to investigate the
effect-
iveness of gestalt therapy on behavior change, fo this date,
little
research' has been undertaken on the effectiveness of gestalt
therapy.
The purpose of this study is to determine whether or
not clients
who have experienced a year of gestalt therapy can
identify changes in
their behavior which are consistent with the goals of
gestalt therapy.
A secondary purpose is to develop a model
which will define and
clarify gestalt goals in behavioral terms.
Hie results showed that: (1) the gestalt group
was operating at
a different level of reported behavior
change than the control group
at the initial interview and the follow-up
interview. The gestalt
group averaged a higher level, frequency,
and distribution of scores
V
than did the matched control group. (2) Both groups experienced no
statistically significant increase in reported behavior change during
the three month period that elapsed between the initial interview and
the follow-up interview. (3) The gestalt group and the control group
maintained their levels of behavior change over a three month period.
This suggested that: (1) the gestalt group began and ended this
study with higher scores than the control group. Also, changes may have
taken place in the gestalt group before the initial interview. (2)
Both groups showed no change over the three month period, even though
the gestalt group was continuing therapy. Also, that the effects of
the gestalt experience for the gestalt group might have leveled off
before the initial interview. More research on time-trend analysis
and factor analysis is recommended in the area of behavior change and
gestalt therapy.
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S
s 14 Male
-I: Think of the last time you were in a situation where you
felt conflict and you felt pulled both ways . Did the
incident immobilize you in some way?
-S: Immobilize me?
-I: Where you felt a lot of conflict, that you didn't know
how to resolve it. You didn't know what to do.
-S: Well, temporarily.
-I: What was the general situation leading up to this
incident?
-S: The general situation was one of calmness again and
both parties knew a situation was coming up that had to
be resolved and/or should I say that one party knew
that there was a situation to be resolved and I,
being
the second party, was unaware of the situation
until
the knowledge was put forth by the fii.-t
party and
guess there was calmness beforehand.
-I: When did this incident happen?
-S: Oh, it was a couple of months ago.
- I : And with whom?
-S: With whom? It was a funny thing.
I was best man at a
with the bride.wedding and it was
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-I: What did you say to yourself, think or plan?
-S: First, I thought she was a dirty bastard trying to pull
a fast one off on me, then no, I tried to stay calm
again and again I tried to reason with myself that there
was no sense in getting in an argument and getting
people angry. It wasn’t worth it because I just went
along with what transpired.
-I: How did you feel?
-S: I was unhappy with the arrangement but I figured it
was none of my business. I didn't care. Maybe I re-
signed myself in the situation.
-I: Exactly what did you decide to do at the time?
-S: First hearing of the new news, I didn't care for the
new news which I heard and I figured I had two methods
of approach, either to vent my anger or my feelings or
to just let it pass because it really didn't matter.
And then I tried to evaluate what the situation was
and the fact that if I did vent anger then I was being
a fool because it really was an insignificant trans-
action then the way I went.
-I: What or who helped you?
-S: Just by myself.
-I: What is happening now as an aftermath of this
incident?
-S: What is happening as an aftermath? Nothing much,
I would
The wedding went off fine. I'm still friends
with
say
.
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everybody. My pocketbook's empty or my wallet as
the case may be.
-I: Is this behavior different from your previous behavior
of a year ago?
-S: No, I don't think so.
-I: If so, how is it different from your previous behavior?
-S: It's not different.
-I: What, if anything, did you learn from this incident?
-S: Again, as in the first incident, that sometimes you
better think twice before acting once.
Analysis :
Awareness: 1
Integration: 1
Maturation: 1
Responsibility: 1
Authenticity: 1
Self-Regulation: 1
Behavior-Change: 1


